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Gospf!l Show presents some·
'9(d
time.
religion'
.
.....
,•·, ,,

For odditionol Homecoming stories,
•
see pages 6, 7.
'
•
By Lisa L.

Cdlp

HiUtop Staff Reporter

-- That old time religion brought to
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the introduction of HG·c·s briiffi~ - Fe1lo~ShiP Choir .
.composition of the negiO si:>frituaI ' AS the bind members'iesied their
''Amazing Grace.'' Metliie's talented. · equipm·ep.t; .they gave the crowd a
keyboarding skills astou!fded \he aui , ~·of wlJ;lt;w~ to be e~ed. putd1ence to say the least. · _L1f~1~~.t~ .. tif!g e~,Pres.s1on~, ~f Satisfaction on •

...

••

,. •
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Lord in song's of praise .. HGG con7
tinued with several pieces inCluding '

eyeryQn~'s , f~ .
; • ·' ~,, :, ; '\ - • ~

: •

•

•

· As ·Waiier ,a""'nd .hi.s ·cho1r entered
the audience of Cramton Auditorium
an evening of spiritual uplift and in- ''Feel the Spirit,'' ''l;Je Paid It All,'' th~ ·s~A~~;-. flt_e :~sp!rit~. atmosphere
spiration Sunday evening, as and ''Pow.er In His Hands." For was lifted ,even,.hi&h.er.
students, alumni, and area residents their final song, HGC perfcirmed the , Thro~ghqu.~~.th~cho_it's who!~ perform~ncc=;.Jg,~bers · of .the audience
of Washington came to see not a Pop upbeat gospel song ''In His· Name.''
·
·: stood fo rtberr feet
iand·
waved their
.
'
r ' •
concert nor a fashion show, bllt to
Before Daryl Coley of Los Ange~ hands as the ministry of Walker
receive a spiritual blessing at this
year's Homecoming Gospel Show. · and his background singers :began,· · reached, them. Members of HGC
wt!re : noW 'in the ·audience with
The concert, titled ''We Come Coley announced to the aµdience that
he
did
not
come
to
impress
anyone,
f!.vtryorie else enjoYinS ,the concert
To Have Church,'' featured the
Howard Gospel Choir, and renown- .he just came to ''maPify. the Lord.''. and hay'ing a good time in the Lord.

ed gospel artists Daryl Coley, and
Hezekiah Walker and the Love
Crusade Fellowship Choir · of New
York .

After a 45-minute delay, .an introduction and apology for the inconvenience was delivered by the
Gospel Show coordinator, Janel
Jones . ~h~ audience w?s then ready
for a ,sp1r1tual restoration.
Adding more flavor to the already
.
.
dynamic ~rformance, Coley invited
1
1
Master o~ ceremony, mus c3: artist HGC back on stage al~ng with ·
J?onald Vails c;if WYCB radio sta- · ~inister Keith Pringle t.o ~lay·.·t~e
t1on, opened with song, fc;illowed by piano for Coley's emot1onhl p1~e
HOC who took _their places ''Sovereign.''
1

•

..

Coley has several albunis out and.
has recorded with such artists as- the
· ,
Hawkins family. The audience ·was:.
.a gain 4P on . their f~t and wavin'.g
their hands during Coley's selection.
Coley caused an emotional stir in the
audience with his song ''Nobody But
Jesus.''
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Hezekiah Walker and the Love Crusade Fellowship Choir uplifted the Howard crowd Sunday.

•

From beginning to end, the audience. sang along with Walker and
his choir who combinec;l old and new
niaterial. Walker' s songs included ''I
· can't Foraet,'' ''Call Him," ''Tell
eo

Of His Goodness,, , and ''The Lord
.Will Ma~~- A Way·''
Walker testified to his audience
abo\Jt hOw he)was ''made a witness
that prayer will .change things.''
Ditectly addressing the audience, he
si3tCd,that there is no reason for not.
pFaising.OOdt,adding ''you shouldn't
wear a ·dress You can't·praiSe God in .
You shOul<ln·' t wear a pair of shoes

o~ t~ ·--•- ,..,..,-...,,..,_,.._.. ~,.... ,. ,~.,~~ ib<f!kin.;.:,.~"!l!&ing
~.!~ ...3:5. ~· , .·· Seeing nom1ng out- unspeaKaoic: ever.ro~·in•the · audience to elp lift

or e1r
~a~nif1cent a cappel~a .rend1!ic;in ~!
Give Me That Old Time Religion,
followed by the powerful theme song
''We Come To Have Church'' lead
by LaTanya Cooper·
With captivating style, HGC's
gifted piano player Frank Menzies
performed an inspiring
solo in
w

1

joy in the audience,.. Coley left the
crowd ready and wa1t1ng for the next
performance.
1

After a IO-minute intermission, the
moments seemed like hours as the
crowd waited anxiously for Hezekiah
Walker and the Love Crusade

the nalne'._ of)esus.
For tHpse who were there, a bless- ·
ing was· definitely received . Many
souls wefe revived and restoration
flowed froiti person to person. One
student stated that his ''cup'' was filled enough t9 last him ''until next
year's OOilC:Crt.''
.
.
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McClamb wins crown
By Jason Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Displaying poise and grace;,

Robin .M. McClarnb acceptedthe title of MiSs Howard University

1988-89 ·Saturday at the Miss
Howard University Pageant held in
CramtQn Auditorium.
McClamb, a 20-year-old senior in
the College of Fine Arts is from
Georgia.
, it
Folldwing over three hours of
competitiQn against eight other contestants, ·McClamb was crowned by
Miss Howard University 1987-88,
Jennifer C. Thomas. While being
congratulated by friends and fellow
competitors McClamb said she
plans to take an active role in
organizing speakouts and other
forums to help the AfricanAmerican race ''rise up ..
''I didn't know that I was going
to win, but I had a purpose, a
message to help the children for the
betterment of society,'' said

McClamb.
''Hopefully I can get people to
look within themselves to change.
I would like to get more action in
the university, dealing with social
issues, problems in the community
such as drugs," said McClamb.
''I would like to start more
•
•
seminars and speakouts, to
motivate us, we're a little too lax
and there's too much division between us (students). We shouldn't be
looked upon as an isolationist
group of elitists because that's not
the purpose of what we're here
for," she continued .

McClamb was impressive in all
catagories of the contest that were
judged: entertainment, evening
wear presentation, and the question
and answer segment.
I

It was during her entertainment
presentation that McClamb was
most impressive. Relying on her acting talents and training she did a
biting yet hilarious comedy skit eall. ed ''Confessions of an Ex-nigger''
in which she played a little black
girl. She then suddenly switched to
an adult Howard woman, to deliver
her message.
In her child act she learned the
word nigger, and received her first
taste of prej,udice. As a woman she
talked of how African-Americans
often use the word nigger and how
wrong it is to do so.
''Let's negate the word (nigger)
from our vocabulary. Replace it
with sister or brother,'' said
McClamb.
The pageant's first runner up,
Cristal Baron, a jttnior broadcast
journalism major, represented the
School of Communications.
Baron got a standing ovation
from the capacity -crowd with her
dramatic dance performance to the
gospel ''Going up Yonder." She
showed her flexibility and balance

as she performed difficult dance
moves on a ladder.
''I'm happy, I'm glad it's over.
It was. a good experience and I a1n
· hopinR that we all remain cl'ose

see McClamb, page 7

Robin McClamb sparkled as the new Miss Howard and juniors Cristol Boron and Janel Jones placed as first and second runners-up ·
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Youths assault Carver residents
By Sheldon Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Two Howard students leaving a
Homecoming Variety Show, were
held up at gun point in Gage·

Ecking'ton Elementary School
playground on 3rd and Elm, ~W

near Carver Hall at 11: 10 p.m. Tues~

day night.

from DC Metropolitan were the first
police on the scene.
Witnesses said that Officer J.P.
Hilderbrand, of the 5th District
Police stepped out of his car, removed his shotgun and asked students to drop their weapons.
One student refused to relinquish

his .'Ye'!J)Ons and was ~JlPrehended by
police. The student, who wished to

Slowe Hall resident, J_ames L. • remain nameless, punched HilderVenabla, was coming from the show brand as _an attempt was made tci arwhen he and some other students rest him. The same student escaped
were approached by two local youth. arrest with the aid of ''Gee,'' who
Venabla said that the rest of the
students ran, except for a student
who wished to be called ''Gee''

'

was reportedly reprimanded for aiding an escape.

Another student who was pushed
out of the way by police was Darnell
Armstrong, a member of the Nation"I was walking across the field al Beard of Directors for the
when the suspect pointed the gun . NAACP . Ar!llStrong said ,police
straight at me," Venabla said. ''He were riding through the playground
hit both of my legs to see which randomly picking students who
would be arrested. He said that he
pocket my money was in."
was pushed aside while trying to aid
another student who had been ranAccording to Venabla, one of the domly picked .

-

suspects reached in his pocket and
took three dollars from him. The

other carryed a cHrome plated, automatic pistol, which he repeatedly
told ''Gee'' he would use on
Venabla.
Witnesses reported that the suspects backed away and ran as Carver Hall residents came around the
· elementary school carrying sticks,
bats, and knives .
Two Howard University security
officers on motorcycle and one unit

Officer Hilderbrand responded to
charges that his pulling out a shotgun in the presence of the student
crowd was inappropriate. ''They
turned out in mass after the suspect ... I told them to drop their
weapons - they threw them at me,''
he said.
He added, ''I want to go home like
the rest of them."
After the incident, another officer
stood in the lobby of Carver Hall attempting tp explain the situation to
angry stud'ents.

Area crime poses
dilemma for police
Les Burns also added that when
students complained about the
Hilltop Staff Reporter
lack of security in the area, police
officers argued with them and told
A Howard s'i~dent was robbed
them to take their stories to the
of $3 at gunpoint by community
police chief.
youth near Carv~r and Slowe halls .
''We think having one cop on
last Tuesday nigh~.
the beat would help the situation,''
On Ocf:7, a student was robbed
said Burns. ''Most of the persons
at 2:30 in the afternoon. Five
who commit the crimes are young
other incidents of robbery reportkids and one police officer patrolledly took place that night.
•
ing the area could deter a lot of
Howard students complain of
them.''
repeatedly being robbed and assaulted, yet despite complaints,
''With the way things are
Washington Metropdlitan police
fail to see an immediate need to presently going things are just getting worse and worse and the end
increase manpower in the area.
''There have been only three result will be someone getting
reports of robberies in the past killed,'' Burns said.
four months in that general area,''
Captain Bacon said that a detecsaid Captain Charles Bacon,
commander of the support unit of tive is being sent out to investigate
the 5th district of Washington the reported incidents.
Acknowledging that the area is
police.
''These statistics do not reflect filled with drug dealers, Bacon
hopes the appearance of vice
a crime wave,'' said Bacon.
Students who 1ive in Carver and officers will help curtail some of
Slowe halls tell a different story. the crimes committed.
Students say they hope some''Something happens down here
every weekend,'' said Les Burns, thing is done soon because they
a resident of Carver hall. Burns feel the worry of crime affects
continued, ''Several students have their ability to study .
''We pay a lot of money to get
even been hospitalized."
''There were three to four more an education here . We can't study
cars here in less than two minutes, with the fear of being robbed or
but when you -call to r,e port a crime assaulted on our minds," said
it takes about four hours," said Burns.
Burns.
By Melonie McCall

HiUrop Sraff Reporter

In January, the African ..Studies
and Research Program will expand its
facilities to service Undergraduate
Students at Howard University.
The service expansion will enable
students in the School of Liberal Arts
to major or minor in African Studies
and Research . •. ; Jir 'f;.o'(I • .

Established in' 195J, the African

the black awakening conscience and
the Black Power movement. Maybe
it was politics,'' he said.
In 1954, Leo Hansberry, a professor at Howard, helped the program to grow tremendously by collecting funds from such organizations
as the Ford Foundation.
•'The African Studies and
Research Program was designed to
help educate America about the
cultures and languages that exist on
the African continent, and at the
same time help Africa to its independence, ''Nyang said.

Peters elaborates an his speech following 11 special convocation.

Brock Peters delivers address at convocation'

" '.)J

S~l'!'yman . !""lr,a';,ng.

devel.~ both in-terdisciplinary
Studies and Research Program was
academic skills and specific practical
once largely composed of students
skills," Nyang said ..
from the School of Liberal Arts.Among the goals of the Howard
In 1965, the programrwas transfer~ program is to increase opportunities
red to the graduate student program
Accofding to Dr. Joseph Ap- for research and teaching in Africa
and, in 1969, the African Studies and ~ plegate, a professor -in the African ~or ~ac~lty an~ S!U~ents. ;'\nether ~b
Research Program was offered for
Studies and Research Program, the Ject1ve is to diss1m1nate 1n~ormat1on
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees.
program, funded by the university, and- knowledge a~out Africa to the
Dr. Sulayman Nyang, acting direc- strives toward the same goals. It is broader community.
In addition to the present faculty,
tor and associate professor of the hoped it will create career opporAfrican Studies and Research Pro- turiities that will help solve the pro- the former President of Zimbabwe,
gram, said that he did not know why blem of miscommunication between Ndabaninge Sithole, will be teaching
·
a survey course on African civilizathe program was moved away from America and Africa.
tion. Sithole was a political prisoner
the School of Liberal Arts in the first
''The originality of the program of Rhodesia which upon gaining inplace. ''Especially when the atdependence, became Zimbabwe.
mosphere in the sixties was filled with resides in the fact that its students

·in

dents, the majority of jobs offered
were from 9 to 5, or required undergraduate degrees. Howard Universit~Personnel Manager Trudy Gibbs
s~.d, ''We don'!_turn anyone aw_av,
students interested in temporary
work should come and see me.''
In spite of the advertising done for
the fair, the turnout was poor. In t Max Robinson, former ABC net..
contrast to last year's turnout of over Jwork news anchor and Ron Town
100 participants, approximately ~0- _ send
general
manager
o fi
attended this year:s fair.The depart- ' washin&ton's WUSA-TVCbannel 9,
ment representatives however, re- will be among the speakers and
mained optimistic to the very end.
presentators for the conference.
''I assume more people will show
A multi-media festival and comup the closer we get to th~ end,'' said petition and a forensics competitio

Job Fair participants gather information from a Howard representative.
By Oalre Louis
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Ten departments and approximately 50 applicants took part in the 2nd
Annual Job Fair, hosted by the
Howard University Department of
,Personnel Services Recruitment

Office. Wednesday.
The fair, held from 3 to 8 p.m. in
the Armour J . Blackburn Center's
East Ballroom, was part of an attempt to fill the over 75 employment
vacancies available in Howard's various departments.
AlthouJth the fair was open to stu-

WHMM-TV representative Clarence

for students will take place Friday

Brodus. ''I think it's a good idea,"

and Saturday.

he added.

The application procedure itself
was a three-step process. Applicants
first consulted a bulletin board,
which fea.t1:1red over ?O employment
opportunities, then filled out a preapplication which required a brief
description of work experience, skills
with machines and educational background .

Oct. 24,

from

1:30-2:30 p.m. The Department of
English will sponsor part two of a
weekly English lecture series. This
week's topic is ''I don't have anything more to say. What should I
do when the assignment calls for
500 words, and I can only come up
with 200?'' The lecture will be
given by Al Schneider.
Tuesday, Oct. 25; from

7:30-9:30 a.m.The Small Business
Development Center will present
its second ''Export Now Roundtable'' breakfast discwsion at the
Howard Inn in the Reeve Room
located on the third floor. The
• topic for this week is ''Indicat.Ors

I

636-5150.

Wednesday, Oct. 26, from 9
a.m.-3 p.m.The Office of Career
Planning and Placement will hold
Graduate and Professional
Schools 'Day in the Blackburn
Center ballroom. Over 75 graduate and professional schools will
be on hand to present information
to students interested in pursuing
graduate careers. Contact Rufus
Robinson at 636-7513 for details.

are $30, $20 for students. For
more information, call 636-7491.
Saturday, Oct. 29, at ~ 7:30
a.m. The American Institute of
Architectural Students will sponsor a day trip to Frank Lloyd

the interaction with a live-audience,
although he has worked with television and film.
''The challenge,'' he said, ''is in
the role, but theater is more
gratifying.''

\

II

Peters reinforced his beliet that
African-American entertainers must
get behind African-American issues
and concerns.
He insisted that the missing element is the existing relationship between African-Anierican entertainers
and the African-American community.
Peters cited what he thought was
the reason African-Americans do not
support African-American theatrical
productions.
''We have come by whatever fortunes .we have the hard way. We are
very slow and very late, but hopefully we'll improve," he said.
''It's a constant teaching and organizational process,•• he,continued
''We mUst encourage Olar writers.

Our story has yet to M-wld. Our
sufferings and triumphs are just as
valuable as anyone. else's, maybe
more than most.''
According to Peters, he is concerned that Spike Lee and Robert
Townsend may be swallowed up by
the industry or disuaded from their
current paths.
''They both have things to say and
they have a right.to say it without any
string~ . aitached," he stated.
Several students who attended had
strong feelings .about issues raised
during the convocatiOri.
''I was upset by the lack of student
turnout,'' said Jason E ..Carmichael,
a junior drama major. ''Mr. Peters
has done so much for blacks and
black theatre and he had a lot to
say.
·Typical to Howard forni,
everyone wants to come to the r_eception to get free food; that bothers
me,'' he said.

•

ATTENTION SENIORS &
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
•

•

-Would your family like to congratulate you
on your graduation and other college
achievements?
.

speaker at the annual Frederick]

Douglass Awards Banquet scbedt~
for 7:45 p.m. Saturday in the '
Blackburn Center.

i

. , ,

-

Oth~r . ~!!V}ttes plann~ for t~
conf~ence include a lwiClieon and
fashion presentation for
omen on Thursday.

car

<

Saturday, Oct. 29, at 7:45
p.m. Max Robinson, former
ABC-TV news anchor, will be
keynote speaker at the Frederick
Douglass Awards Banquet. The
banquet is at the culmination of
the Howard School of Communication's 17th AP..nual Communications Conference scheduled for
Oct 27-29. Rev. Jesse Jackson and
Rep. Mickey Leland will also be
honored at the banquet. Tickets

''From what I've seen, they're
comfortable with using [black performers],'' said Peters.
When perfonning, the veteran said
his pr.eference is theater because of

Wright's Falling ·water. Thci bus
for the trip will depart from
Howard's School of Architecture.
The triP is $10 for AIAS members
and $12 for non-members.
Wednesday, Nov. 2, at 4
p.m.Dr. James P. Comer, Yale
University psychiatrist famous _for
his efforts to raise the achievement
levels of poor AfriCan-American
children in Prince George's
County Md., will deliver the
Charles H . Thompson lecture at
the Blackburn Center ballroom.
The lecture is sponsored by the
School of Education.

-Would you like to preserve precious college
friendship memories?
-Would you like to acknowledge your campus group?
All of this is possible through the
BISON yearbook!!! The BISON yearbook is
extending advertising space to students,
faculty and alumni. Don't miss this opportunity! For additional information contact:
LaVonya ''Renee'' Sim'mons, 636-7870 I
462-4834.

BISON Advertising Manager

-

•

'
(

of Political and EconomiC Risk''.
The fee for pre-registration is $30
and on-site registration is $40,
which includes a full course breakfast and materials. For more information, contact HUSBDC at

Robinson will be the keyn01

see Job, page 9

Campus events
Monday,

H illtop Staff Reporter

Howard University students had
an opportunity to hear film, theatre
and television actor, Brock Peters,
speak at a special student convocation held Wednesday in Cramton
Auditorium.
It was followed by a question and
answer session and a reception in the
Armour J. Blackburn Center.
Howard's president, Dr. James E.
Cheek, was scheduled to address the
freshman class, but was unable to attend due to illness, said Dr. Vada E.
Butcher, chairman of the Subcommittee on freshman orientation.
The program was the first in a series of freshman assemblies this year
sponsored by the administration.
•'This action reflects our interest in
encouraging new entrants to pursue
the highest standards of excellence set
by generations of Howard men and
women who have preceded them,''
By Rebeeea Little
said Butcher.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
''Our desire is to introduce our
young scholars to the world's greatest
Howard University,s School o
intellects,'' she added.
Communications will bold its 17th
In his speech, Peters dealt with
Annual Codlfuumca!ionll'Conference many issues facing Africann~xt }'.hwsd.ax. Oct. J.7 11\iO
Americans in the entertainment inSaturaay, Oct. 29.
__
dustry ;Nationa.Iiy known comm11nic;ators
He emphasized the need for the
and special guests will participate ·
students to be knowledgeable in the
panel discussions, research present.a* . careers they pursue.
tions, seminars and a job fair. held
''The real world is not marked off
on Howard's main campus and at the for you. You're in it noy,•,it's not
Howard Inn, located on Georgia suddenly tomorrow that you begin a
Ave.
,
·
new life when you graduate.''
addition, there will be a special
Peters added, ''It requires the skills
seminar on communications an
of your imagination that you've acmanagement skills for women en quired thus far to help you with
trepreneurs, featuring
Dorothy
Bnm.:I choices." he said .
1
9
son, owner of Baltimore s WEB~
Following his presentation, stuAM and Cathy Hughes, owner and dents asked Peters some difficult
general manager of Washington's, questions regarding how AfricanWOL-AM radio station.
Americans are portrayed in the
media.
'
''Obviously there is a clear attempt
to make up for the absence of black
performers, but someone was able to
·make a case without a major boycott,'' he said, in response to the roles
qf African-Americans in soap operas.

Max Robinson,
former ABC network news anchorman, will 6e among
the speakers at the
conference.

Job fair opens doors to employment at H.U.

:a photo by- Ke!Jb Dormao

By Tina Travers

University set
for return of
annual confab

African studies expands
By Earl Ford

-

photo by Terri L. Gordon
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Speakout

•

'

w ·h at three major student issues do you feel are not
being adequate~y addressed by our· administration
and what do you think the thousands of alumni
returning this week for Homecoming can d_o to help?

'

•
•

•

'

-

'

I.

•

The three major issues being
ignored by our administration
are inadequate support for our
~thletics, (mainly baseball),
poor supervision of the
iegistration process, and also
\he processing of financial aid.
~lumni can help us by showing concern.

The three major issues that
are being inadequately addressed by our administration are:
Where is my financial aid?,
Will I really receive housing for
the following year?, and will
the administration please, in
the future, notify any students
of any bills that should be paid
before these payments are due!
I feel that the returning alumni can address their concerns to
the HU administration and
pray for the students.

I feel that the two major
issues being inadequately addressed are registration procedures as well as the financial
aid process. If thousands of
alumni return and express their
concern on these major topics,
maybe the administration will
see that these topics are a problem at Howard University.

Brian ·C. Davis
Sophomore
Zoology
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dianna Perkins
Freshman
Dietics
Chestertown, Md.

•
•

Michelle Young
Freshman
Liberal Arts
Lawrence, Ks.

I think that the three main
issues not properly being addressed by the administration
are financial aid, registration,
and as a Jamaican, the general
treatment of the international
students. As a large group,
Howard alumni returning for
Homecoming can be a big influence on the administration
if they could organize a
meeting with top personnel and
raise these concerns. On a
whole, however, the main
responsibility of acting on these
matters rests on the current
students themselves and also on
the sensitivity of administration ·
personnel.
Carl Jackson
Freshman
Computer Science
Kingston, Jamaica

I think that the three major
student issues that the alumni
returning back to Howard this
weekend for Homecoming
should address are shuttle bus
service, dorm upkeep and
parking. The alumni can voice
their opinions to the administration by threatening to
cut off alumni support and
funds if something is not done
about these problems.

•

With drastic cuts in fmancial
aid it would help if our alumni
would help in the effort to
eliminate any more cuts, particularly for students attending
historically black institutions.

•

'

•

'

•
Monica Lewis
Junior
Electrical Engineering .
Birmingham, AI • . ,

•

Michael R. Fair
Graduate Student
Communication Science
LQUi'!,vil\e, Ky. ·

•

•

•
•

•

i
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Come to the GRE F9rum for the info1111ation you need to
make a wise decision about graduate school. Meet deans
· and other key representatives from 100 top graduate
schGols. Find out about their programs, financial aid and · .
the GRE tests~ All for the $3.00 aC:imission and the price
of a cup of coffee.
•

Workshop Schedule
9:00· 10:00
10:30-11 :30

Admissions and Financial
Aid
Graduate Study in Biolbgical.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
••
•
•
•
•
•

•

"""'···
•

Health and Physical Sciences
and Graduate Study in
Education and Humanities

1140-12.20

Issues Facing Returning
Students

1230-1.30

' General and Subject Test
GRE

•

Prep
Minorities in Graduate
Education

2.30-3 30

Graduate Study in Computer
Science, Engineering and
Math and Graduate Study in
Economics. Psychology and
other Social Sciences.

•

'

No advance registration required .
Registration begins at 8:30.
October 22
Washington. D.C.
•
Capital Hilton
16th & K Streets. NW
.
. '
For more information call GRE Inquiry 609-771-7670.
Sponsored by the GRE Board and the q:ouncil of
Graduate Schools.
I

••

oresents
exciting career onoortun111as
CQ!!ege

Senion and Recent Graduates
FOR:
DATE: December 28 and 29, 1988
TIME:
PLACE:

Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel , Philadelphia

Ready to enter the job market? Th is program could change your life.

Operation Native Talent will helP you make the most of your academic

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•

OperaUon Nattve Talent represents over 500 opportunities for over 100
different degrees. Plan to take one day out of your Christmas holidays to
visit with over 60 rN1for employers in the Delaware Valley and take
advantage of our seminar series.

•

Discover where the employment opportunities lie.

•

Talk to people who do the entry-level hiring .

•

Receive valuable " real world" advice on how to marttet yourself
most effectively.
•

•

I

•
•
•
•

-·••
.

.·,
1.

'

••

•
•
•
•
••
•
•

It's Free and there's no need to pre-register.
Don't forget to bring your resumes!
•
This program is sponsored by the, Greater Philadelphia ~hamber of .
Commerce and the PENJEADEL Council. ONT Information: (215) 876-6759.
. Call SEPTA for transit information : (215) 514-7800.
'

Operation
Native
Talent.

••

•

•
••
••

9:00 a.m . to 4:00 p.m .

years.
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* ''THE LIVEST HOMECOMING PAm
EVER''
dvertise •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~ •••••••••••
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FIRST 50 LADIES IN FREEll

•

0

GREEN STADIUM INTERIOR SOUVENIR BOOTH
.

OF H.U.

'

PRODUC T S

AN D CU LTURAL

:::·~::=~::

* ~llill

SHIRTS AVAILABLE AT THE FOLLOWING
LOCATIONS:
BLACKBURN CENTER GROUND FLOOR

'

*

*TWO HYPED DANCE FLOORS
11
11
Nothing But HOUSE'' and HIP HOP REGGAE''

::{~~~\:~:.-:.·

tfi

$200.00 1st PR~E

. FRATS, SORORS, BISONS, AGGIES, N.Y.s, CALJ's,
D.C.'s AFRICANS ALL TOGETHER ON

lJ NI V....

.. i}f'i~ .

7~11ng ,, '/;)11nce C1ntut.

$6.00 Adanvce

$8.00 At the Door w/Proper 1.0.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
AT

THE CLUB HOUSE • 1236 UPSHUR ST.; N.W.

.*

SPORTSWEAR

*

A !'OYALTY PRODUCTION (462·15'5)

If~ ~-

••
•

Welcome to Howard Family & Alumni!
From Lloyd Anderson, C.P .A. First Production,

•

FRIENDS.

DIRECT FROM JAMAICA -

,

•

.

''Well made, well acted
and
directed. Amusing .. ,worth
I'
a visit''
Harry Milner
Gleaner-Jamaica

'

DIRECT FROM JAMAICA
ADULTS ONLY

October 18 - 23, 1988
Date:
'
Where: Takoma Theatre '
Address: 4th & Butternut Sts., N.W.

.
•

'

'

'
•

'

Friends is serious without
being
dull, sexy without being
distasteful
human without being tearful, funny
without being· farcical .''
·
Fed Archer
Gleaner-Jamaica

•
•
•

•

!'

''Brilliant and convincing
acting''
Eddie Grant
Contrast Newspaper
Ontario, Canada

2 BLOCKS FROM TAKOMA METRO STATION

Time:

8:00 P.M.

Ticket
Prices

General admission $20 - $25
•
Senior Citizen / Students/Groups $15
Information: Ticketron, 659-2601
Teletron , 1-800-543-3041
Takoma Theatre, 291-8060

•

!

Matinees 2:00 P.M.
Saturday & Su.n day

.

'

''•F riends,'' a Jamaican comedy written by Patrick Brown, who also
wrote the popular Jamaican sitcom ''Oliver At Large'', and directed
by Trevor Nairne chronicles the challenges of courtship and marriage
in the 80's. 'Friends'' tells the story of a young couple on their honey- ·
moon after three years of celibate courtship. The eager husband and
reluctant bride soon discover that the road to marital bliss is a bum- ',
py one.

•

\

•

•

The husband is played by Glen Campbell and the wife played by
Bertina Macaulay. ''Friends'' will be performed in Washington, D.C.
as part of a tour that has perfo1111ed before standing~room-only crowds .
in the Caribbean and Canada. ·
·
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•
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·
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Local ··N ational
target of AIDS ads

Minoritie~
By Rachel L.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'
''
·I'
I

the public service spots).''

/

''When you bear the -radio spots,
the vocabulary, diction and references let the person know, 'This (announcement) is talking to me,'' he
said.
·

time with the tinkling lullabye. For

her,; AIDS struck where least expected.
"Last year my man died. At the
time I didn't know anything about
AIDS. Then I had my baby and I
found out the hard way,'' the

Other advertisements target men
with multiple partners. ''I used to feel
like .I needed to score with others to
have a good time. Until I realized I
was putting my family at risk,"''
recalls one married man, reconsider-

African-American woman says angri-

ly. "My baby has it, I have it ·and all
· because my man was shooting up
drugs and sharing needles. Had I
known better, I would have made
him use condoms, and if that didn't

ing his old lifestyle.
•

''I mean AIDS is out there,'' he

work I'd have stopped being with

said. ''So I looked ·a t what I had. A

!r

''Last year our message was direct-

She pauses. ''Pl~ase don't let this
happen to you. You find out abe>ut
AIDS.''

ed toward the general public," Mas-

faithful wife. Two great kids. I love.
my family and I'm not bringing it
home.''

If You Cheat On Your Partner
You O:iuld Wind Up With More
Than just A Brol<en Heart.

Using television ciips like this ohe,
the federal government launched the
second year of its public information

on explained, while the campaign
now focuses on blacks and hispanics
''because a disproportionate number
of AIDS cases have been reported''
among those groups, he said.

campajgn on Monday 10 better edu-

Blacks and hispanics make up on-

and the National AIDS Information

cate people about AIDS.
Dubbed ''America Responds to

ly 20 percent of the population, but
they constitute more than 40 percent
of all AIDS cases, Mason said. As-0f

vides $200 million for state and local

AIDS" and directed by the Atlantabased Centers for Disease Control,

the $2.S million advertising program
targets women, minorities and sCx·ually active adults with multiple
partners.
f
In its frrst year, the campai&IJ
received more than $18 million in aif
time donated by the television networks and local affiliates, plus space
in newspapers and magazines like
Time and Newsweek. Combined, it
reached about 80 percent of all U.S.

I

Clearinghouse. The CDC also pro-

,...""'___
..,rt
" "11)5_.....

11,268 hispanics tested positive for
the HIV virus. Women reported
6,260 cases, according to the CDC.
Of the total 75,768 cases reported,
more than half have resulted in
death .
Consequently, minorities and
women appear as major players in

""" ""' . ""'.
....
. . .............
,,........ """.
._ ...............
..

Mason said that-while it is difficult
to gauge the campaign's effectiveness, preliminary findings show a

Retired g<gl~~al
He wore civilian clothes, but Colin Powell made it clear to an innercity elementary school audience that
he's still a lieutenant general, and
what he says goes .
''Teachers might not like this,'' he
warned from behind an auditorium
lectern Wednesday morning as he invited the 200 children to gather at his
feet. But, -h e explained, ''I'm a
general, so we can do the program

handles about 100,000 citlls monthly,

mid-. October, 19,951 blacks and

'

HiUtop Staff Reporter

the National AIDS Hotline, which

AIDS groups, ·which includes $30
million in minority grants.

__

.... ,...... ,..... ,,,.

''"",,_
...us .. -~
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... AIOS
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more educated public. Use of the hot-

~--

line and clearing house has increased
''tremendously," -and a National

....=
-.....................
..,...'"' '"""'
~--

\

r..................

.....,, AIOS , .,, l·P •
>l : ·AH)<

teaches acts o Ii e

the advertising and Spanish is utilized
extensively.
Ronn Harris, senior vice-president
of Lockhart & Pettus, the New
York-based advertising firm hahdling

Mason, CDC director.

•

Other program elements include

'

households, according to Dr. James

By Rachel I.. Swarns

I

ed the culture and values of blacks (in

The young woman sits bitterly,
staring past the white Crib, past the
colorful animal-mobile twirling in

my way."

:

spots aimed at African-Americans,
explained, ''What we've done is
taken the (CDC) strategy and reflect-

S~arns

.him. But now ... ''

i

'

Center for Health Statistics report on
.Aids Knowledge'filtd Behavior indicates ''a gradual, incremental
progress in people getting rid of
myths,'' he said.

The Center for Dl1oaH Control ls
aiming new ads to minorities.
•

•

Flinging off his suit jacket, the
president's national security adviser
jumped off the stage to offer some
personal pointers on the importance
of self-esteem.
''I was born in Harlem, and I grew
up in a neighborhood"' where everyone was a minority. I never thought
that something was wrong with me
because I was black,'' said Powell,

the highest-ranking black in the

be your -only limitation.''
Powell met with Cleveland
Elementary School students on Wednesday in a program sponsored by
the National Black Child Development Institute, Inc., a non-profit
group dedicated to improving the
quality of life for black youth.
Before his 45-minute appearance,
several ~hildren argued over the exact definition of self-esteem. ''It's
how you ·act and how you behave,''

Reagan-administration and the first
black to serve in his current post. offered I I-year-old Nathan Gill. His
f'Nothing should bC' denied yOU'"-tl~ buddy Le:vi Cawthorne said, ''It's
cause of your color. Let your dreams what you ·.feel about yourself.''

''It's when you take pride in yourself," concluded IO-year-old Tyrus
Bowie.
Cawthorne snickered, and jabbed
him in the ribs, but Bowie continued
undaunted. FOiks without selfesteem, ''hang out on the street doing crack and stuff. (This program)
might put some sense in their heads.''
Indeed, inner-city school systems
like Washington's, face tremendous
problems. According to the U.S.
1
-

Department of.Educatipn...nnly 56.8
~ · •• ,,..
see Powell, page 9

"1":"1

·

photo by Keith Dorman
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The M.L.K Memorial Ubrary honored Roso Parks earlier thll week.

Rosa Parks speaks
at local und-raiser
Rosa and Raymond Parks Institute
for Self-Development for inn.ei-city
youth, in Detroit.
·

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Martin Luther King Memorial Library, in northwest Washignton,

played -host to 75-year-old Rosa
Parks, ''The Mother of the Cvil
Rights Movement,'' Tuesday, during
a fund-raiser in her honor.
Parks, known for her refusal to
ride in the back of a Montgomery,
Ala. bus more than 33 years ago, is
immortalized, along with'King~ at the
entrance of the library.
The Oct. 18 event called attention
to Parks role in the Civil Rights
Movement and noted that her action
prompted leaders such.as King to organize African-Americans na tionwide .
Park turned 75 in February and
will be featured in a National Birthday Tribute, Dec. 5, along with the
significance of the Civil Rights
Celebration, the 125th anniversary of
the Emancipation Proclamation and
the 25th anniversary. o,f the March on .
Washington. ~ 1 · ·....., ·~·· · •.:...:.t... ;.....
Speaking at' the fund-raiser, Parks

th~

said that she hopes to deveioPe

By Earl Ford

-

''.As long as I have
conscience thought, I
will work for ' the
~au~e oJ,freedom and
1ust1ce.
-Rosa L. Parks
''As long' as I have conscience
thought, I wili work for the cause of
freedom and justice."
fhe purpose of the institute ''is to
provide unique programs to train future and present leaders to create
fresh perspective and examine new
approaches to improve the quality of

~~~:t~~
er, who organized the fund-raiser.

Filibusters stymies racial violence bill
.

••A second reason that the Senate end, there ,has not been enough time

By Stacey J. Phillips
HiUtop Staff Reporter
Sources in the . Senate conflicted

~ ~~l:f: i~~~~;;:e~ ~c~~ J~fh~tta~~u¥J

~§

•
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TECHNICAL OPPORTUNITIES
SEMINAR.
'

8
~
8

establish a commission to study racially motivated violence in the Unit-

ed States.
According to Julia Hunt, research
assistant to Sen. Jesse Helms, RN.C., House Resolution 3914 is now
under consideration in the Senate and
the possibility of it passing ''doesn't
look to good.'' She added that there
are three reasons why the Senate is
opposed. to the bill.
''The first reason is that .the bill is
a statistical nightmare. Prosecutors
will have a tough time trying to determine whether a crime or an act of
violence was due to racism,'' said
Hunt .

is oppcised to the bill is the time
agr,e ement. There has not been a time
set or agreed upon for the length of
the bill.''
Hunt noted that a third concern of
Helms and other senators is based on
''opening the door for homosexuals
to become recognized as a minority
group.''
A spokesperson for South Carolina Sen. Strom Thurmond disputed
thitt the bill was under consideration
in the Senate and that Thurmond is
leading the Republican oposition.
''Senator Thurmond has not seen
the 'Commission on Racially Motivated Violence Act' bill nor has he
considered it,''said Thurmond' s
Chief Spokesperson Christopher
Simpson.
Simpson stressed that with the
congressional session coming to an

for senators to examine any new bills,

including H.R. 3914.
If enacted, the commission would
collect and analyze data on racially
motivated violence, investigate the
causes of its occurreilce and propose
methods of government and community organizations to deal with such
problems.
Although the senate has not made
any definite commitments to the bill,
a statement from Rep. John Conyers,

Jr., D-Mich., said that the Hquse..
overwhelmingly approved the b.ID by
a vote of 408 to 6, because of the rise
of racially ffiotivated violence . ~
''Our witnesses have documented
the increasing incidence of racial violence across the country and have
called for more action at the federal
see Violence, page 9

•

Tb.e power struggle for D.C. prisons
'

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25th,, 5 to 8 P.M.
HOWARD l·NN BALLROOM
'

,

Control ofjail system intertwined with D. C. statehood

'

.,

Engineering, technology, chemistry and
geology students plus fa!=ulty are invited to ·
share presentations by Mobil representatives
describing career opportunities with Mobil.

FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.
Dress is casual for this informal presentation event.
I,

prison [system]," according to John
White, press secretary for Barry.
White denied allegations that Par-ris' legislation is an attempt to put
down any hopes bf gaihing statehood
for the District. He noted that in an
Oct. 14 telephone converstation between Parris and Barry, Parris said
that he was not opposed to home
rule, -congressional control over the
District, adding that Parris-has been
so vocal on the issue of D.C. prisons
because ''Lorton Reformatory is in
Parris' district," .the eight congressional district of Va.
According tb the Parris' Executive
Assistant Mark Strand, the problems
of the D.C prisons represents ''profound mismanagement. If the city
can't manage its penal system, how
can they manage a state,'' Strand
said, adding that Parris.is concerned
about the safety of his constituency.
Negotiations between a representative from the Mayors' office and Parris were haulted after the mayor
decided that a federal takeover required more investigation, White
said, noting that a takeover could not
·be rushed 1through congress before
the end of this session.
'' It would set a bad precedent in
that local operations the District
J

District of Columblo Moyor Morion •lorry ponct.n the, future, os
Congrn1 attempts to lnc-H ill cbntrol ovor District offairs.
would no longer accept newly sen:
tenced prisoners into its overcrowdHilltop Staff Reporter
ed system. Officials added that newly
Any effort to turn over control of sentenced criminals are now being
the District of Columbias' prison to •transferred to federal prisons to await
the federal government will have to admission into the D .C. jail system .
Shortly after the legislation, Rep ..
wait until Congress reconv,enes next
session, according to the District Stan Parris, R-Va., intr9duced legislation that would tum the Districts'
officials.
This comes in the wake of an an- prison system over to federal control.
nouncement by D.C.Mayor Marion His proposed legislation Called for a
Barry that the Districts' jail system ''a federal administrator to run the

By Kimberly M. Esmond

could not handle would be turned
over to the federal government,'' he

said, adding that Barry favors public hearings to consider all of the

see District, pqe 9
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omecoming '88
Sync· perf1ormers get lip from audience
'

'

-

,,'

By Wendy Sharpe
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I

Carl ''Cockroach'' Payne br~ght
Cramton Auditorium to its Rnees
with his performance to Bobby
Brown's ''My Prerogative'.'. at
the''Puttin' On The Lips'' Contest
Monday night.
Payne's smooth choreography won

him first place which included a
trophy and $200.
The show, hosted by alumnus

Craig Collins, included hits from artists such as Salt-N-Pepa, Vanity 6,
Luther Vandross, Gregory Hines and
New Edition.
This years performances were not

the usual Motown sounds heard from
previous years. Lipsyncers induced
screams and unfortunately boos from
the audience with their versions of to-

day's hottest hits.
C.P. Corulection, consisting of
Devray Kirkland, Floyd Dickens.
Lindsey Merritt, Tim Gibbs and
Kieve Graham, received roars for
their performance of New Edition's
''If It Isn't Love."
''If you weren't looking real close,
you would have thought they were
New Edition," said freshman
Carmella Davis.
Condominium, including Theresa
Bryant, Tenisha Bess, Sheilah Jefferson, Dionne Robinson, Brigida Littles and Brillia Tugman, stressed the
practice of safe sex by throwing condoms to the audience after lip syncing to Boogie Down ProductiOns,
''Jimmy''
·

•

--

Dhoto by David Embden

The C.P. Connection, imitating Mew Edition, won applause and second place honors.

''/fyou weren't looking real close, you
would have thought
they were New Edi. ''
t1on.
-Student at contest

•

photo by David Embden

Lipsync contest winner Carl Payne, performs ."My Prerogative."

'

'

The judges of the ''Puttin On The
Lips'' contest included Donald
Waker, vice chairman of the
HomeComing Committee;· Bernice
Curtis, administrative assistant to
Dean of Student Life and Activities;
Melanie Martin, Miss Black ChicagOj
1988-89; Thomas Pierre, Mr.
'
Howard 1988-89 and Terry Samuels,
assistant director of Student Services.
Judging was based on originality,
performance, appearance and lip syncing ability.
t>pholO- by David- Embden ~
Contestants could r"eCeive up to 16
From left, Wendy Davis, Phylicia Jones, Mary Simmons and Cristal Baron lipsync a hit from ''School Daze." ~
points for their ' performance. Carl
•
Payne, who won first place receive.ct
11.8 points. Second· place winners, Corite's to ·Howard.' I think the show ·Kemp, Bobby Brown, and Rick
Katrina Patrick was embarrassed
•
C.P. Connection, received 11.4 was a sell out because the songs were
by the audience's behavior. ''It takes
points for their performance to Ne\\'. less fepetitious and not limited to ona lot to get on stage and per'form. We
ly Motown songs," said Winnie James hits ''Just Got Paid,'' ''It's
(Howard students) are supposed to be
Eaition's ''If It Isn't Love." Thir<b Young, program coordinator.
My Perogative," and '·'Loosey's
intelligent and mature people.
plac~ winne.r~ Cri.s tol Baron, Wendy
Rap''
respectively.
The soul group Maniquin, who will
Something should have been done
Davis•, Phylicia Jones and Mary Sim- release an album in January under
about them."
mons scored 10.8 points for their lip
Instead of cheering, the audience
Vern Goff, Maniquin's manager
sync to ''School Daze'' hit ''I Don't
.
·
Wanna Be Alone Toni ht ,,
· Epic Records, gave a spe~ial perf?r- jeered the group. Said sophomore said, ''Epic Records asked us not to
g ·
mance. Although they dtd not sing Anita Wade, ''I was disappointed do any of the songs from the album
''This years program was more any of their songs from the upcom- that they sang songs that weren't because it would be unfair to the Deesuccessful than last years 'Motown ing album, they performed to Johnny their own."
jays across the country. If one per-

son hears it (the album] than so does
everyone else." Goff said that she
and the group would like to apologize
to Howard students for not finishing
their act. ''We were only able to perform about one-third of the songs
because we were unable to do a sound
check earlier. We feel badly about the
performance and would like the opportunity to come back.''
Maniquin, along with . t,hree
· students from Howard Uni"'ersity,
'" .
will sing the National Negro Anthem
at Saturday's homecoming football
game.
According to Young, some of the
performers backed out at the last
minute, referring to Lloyd Sullivan,
who was supposed to lip sync ''In Ef·
feet Mode" by Al B. Sure and certain members of Chitterlings and
Collard Greens group .
Controversy was aroused among
members of the audience when Carl
Payne who was listed as giving a
''Special Appearance'', won.
''Even though he is just another
student and has the right to perform,
I didn't think it was fair to give him
extra publicity by saying there would
be a 'Special Appearance' by Carl
''Cockroach'' Payne," said Eric

Williams, junior in The College of
Liberal Arts. ''They should have
listed him in the program like the
other students.''
,
Roy Sutherland, a soph·o more,
agreed with Williams. ''I didn't think
he was part of the competition
because it (the program) said a
'Special Appearance.' But, I think it
was fair that he won, because after
all, he ' is just a norrrial student." ..
Young said that·it was her fault for
ihemix-up and said that she takes fUll
responsibility. She said that Payne
auditioned like all the rest of the student and was judged fairly by compitent judges.
The reason he was listed as special
guest was because he was having problems within his act and was going:
out of town the weekend before the •
contest. Consequently, Yoµng said
she didn't know if he was going td
make it back in time for the program,
nor did she know what the specific~
of his act.
''I didn't want him to be left off
the program because he was a contestant just like everyone else so I put
that he was a special guest in case he
didn't make it time. Carl and I are
both sorry if people were mislead.' '

•

Crowd dismayed as Co~mittee
cuts acts
ram
·variety
show
.
(
•

By Keith L. Alexander
HiUtop Staff Reporter

In spite of the quality performance
by the acts of the 1988 Homecoming
Variety Show, members of the audience of the 7 p.m. show left . disappointed and outraged.
Because of an overbooking Of acts
and the amount of running time four
solo performers and two groups of
the seven act program were cut out
of the first performance. The show
which carried the theme 'Howard
is ... Young, Gifted and Black,' supposedly sold out its 7 p.m. (even
though there were several rows of
empty seats throughout Cramton)
performance, and a ID p.m. show
was added for that same night.
Donald Walker, vice chairman of
the homecoming events said that they
had a time limit with Cramton. from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. to 12
p.m.
'

International

; ''We had to make an executive decision to cut the show short so that
each audience, would get an equal
showing," said Walker. ''I thought
that the show went very well with only a few minor problems.'' Robert
Turner Jr. chairman of the Variety
Show, said ''Originally, when the
variety show was conceived, the performa11ce was scheduled around one
show bt1t the first show sold out
in t\\·o days.
''The
Horriecoming
committee saw fit ro add a second show
to accomodate all the students and
we tried to keep our show in full as
planned, but unfortuanately we
were not able to do that in the first
show due to the time constraints."
Turner also said that one act was
omitted from the show and those
students who expressed concern were
allowed to view the second show free
of charge. Craig Bedford, chair
of the Homecoming events- was un-

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Day
f

The show's first aci was titled
''Freshman Year." It began with an
amusing party skit with a group of
the players dancing. The next scene
was a satire of what many freshmen
may think when first cqming to
Howard.
i
The next act was titled ''Relationships.'' It opened with Sherri
Lewis singing Anita Baker's ''Giving
You the Best.''
·
The next performer, Jonathan
Roberts, received the first standing
see Variety, page 7

pbotos by Keith "Leadbet'1er ·

From left, Melanie Martin sings, Craig Frazier cracks a joke and John Roberts hits o note.

Festival at Blackburn_serves up tastes from around the world
By Diana Carter

'

available for comment.
Members of the gospel quintet
''Inspiration'' were upset that they
couldn't perform. Melda Grant,
member of the female group
said, ''We were really pissed. It just
wasn't fair.''
The performers who could not perform for the first show began thesec_o nd show .

Under the theme ''Many Voices,
One Nation:· International Day was
held Wednesday as part of this year's
Homecoming events.
The festivities, which got off to a
late start, offered a variety of music
and entertairunent.
Patrice Gouveia, International Day
coordinator, said she was impressed
by the number of students in
attendance.
''The show and the turn out by the

non·international community is

greater than I expected;' she said
The event started with students
sampling food catered by M & L ~n
teinational Bakery and Brown Rice
Network. Many of the students who
bought the dishes, which were sold at
about $5, found the food enjoyable.
''The food is excellent. It is
definitely spicy,'' said Herbert
Coakley, a physics major.
Chester Stewart, an insurance major said, ''It is pretty good.''
The dishes catered by M & L International Bakery cOnsisted of beef
roti·· a mixture of meat and season·
in&s wr~ppcd in a flour and water

crepe pastry-- vegetable roti, curried
chicken, and rice and peas.
Some of the students opted to wait
for the other caterers to arrive.
''So far so good. I'm still waiting
for the good stuff," said April
Warner, a psychology major.
Winston Hamlet, and employee of
M & L International Bakery, said
''We did not have enough and things
were rushed, but sales are
good. However, Hamlet said''there
were some dishonest students (who
did not pay)."
As the food festival was in fUll
swing, the concert began in the

Ballroom West.
The concert began with a traditional Indian dance by 14~ year-old
Jaya Mathur from the Iqdian School ·
of Dance. The dance, said Mathur,
is called Jatiswaram and ''is a traditional type of dance called Bharatnatym.''
Following Mathur's performance,
Reitu Krishna played a piece on the
sitar, an Indian instrument. Krishna
explained to the audience that the
sitar is made of wood and has 27
strings. The bottom of the instrument
is made of a gourd.which is from the
pumpkin family,

'

,

.

•

.

The Andrew Cacho African Drummers and Dancers followea with a
series of African dances which
brought the audience to its feet. The
group consisted of three dancers.
four masked men on stilts and four
drummers.
By the time they had finished their
performance the group had the audience dancing-on ,the floor.
The Image band followed witli a
mixture of Caribbean and African
music.
tl1 ·
Following the band'.s perfofRl:ncc
-see Culture, Paa• 7
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stentatious' mix of ·style
.u.
By Venus Dale Bivins
Hillcoo Scaff Reporter

A pretentio"us display of clothing
was shown in the 1988 homecoming
fashion show as talented AfricanAmerican designers, models, dancers
and students exhibited their style for
two sold-out perform~nces at Cramton Auditorium last night .
•

-

photo by David Embden
•

photo by Xellb O. Leadbetter

The theme and title of the show
was ''Ostentatious''. It began with

"Opera In Black'', a scene that setj
a tone of eariness with organ music.
The next scenes, of the show that
used 24 women and 23 men, entailed
combinations of e·vening wear, suits, \
stylish black cottons, suedes and
leathers. Valerie Isler, coordinator of
the show and a senior majoring in
fashion merchandising, said this is
the biggest production she has been
involved with.
The set was an artistic rendering of
paintings of human figures that
flanked a small upstage platform
outlined by a stream of small
Christmas tree-like lights .
Stephen Harris, an assistant to the
coordinator and a senior majoring ·in
film production, designed the sets.
' 'We tried to 9ome as close as we
could to a professional fashion show.
Something you 'would see if you went
to an Ebony Fashion Fair,'' Harris
said. He refused to disclose the total
Gost of production.
Many of the scenes were accom. panied by music that was of
uhinterest to the audience comprised
mostly of students. A livelier scene
featured Arthur ''A.B.'' Walker, the
assistant choreographer, who danc-

pholo by Kellh 0 . Leadbetter

photo by Keith 0 . Leadbetter

ed and
tothe more
- modeled
.
- familiar
uptempo club music.
Walker, who has worked with
fashion shows in the District of Columbia, New York and Atlanta, said,
''one of the stores (Kobos) is providing authentic African garments
that we're designed by African
designers who reside in Africa. Except for the accessories from Nomad

(another local store), everything is all
designers' fashions.''
Following a brief intermission,
part two of the show opened up with
a dance group moving, and not much
else, to the African music theme from
the movie ''The Color Purple.'' This
introduced the display of clothing
from Africa provided by Kobosr an
exclusive store in D.C . for the
African scene.
These clothes were probably the
most exciting of the performance.
They were contemporary styles of
clothing made in the traditional
African designs. Also present was the
increasingly popular ''crowns'', the·
multi-colored caps many students are
wearing on the ''Yard'' now .
The fashion show was flamboyantly accented with the jewelry of Liani
Foster, owne!_9f a wholesale jewelry
store and 1f 1974 graduate of
Howard. ''Mfj ewelry is a fusion of
lyrical colors,"c;iotic shapes and sensitivities that allows fashion conscious connoissuers to establish their
individual statement,'' he stated. And
that it was.
The last scene of the show,
''Neoromanticism," included a look
the designers' formal gowns, black
tuxedos, and a exotic white wedding
1
gown .
Clezel Sewell, marketing major
and a model in the show, said this
year's organizers ''tried to mix all the
clothing together in one scene as opposed to 'this scene is formal, this
scene is leather. ecL' ''
Many other people had mixed
reactions
about
the
onehour-40-minute show. In the audience was Herby Luv Bug, the rap
music producer with rap artists KidN-Play from New York. ''I thought
that it was~ very positive expression
of tile Howard University, V said Kid,
also known as ''high top fade'' in
Salt-N-PeRa's ''Shake That.Thang''
video .
''I loved the fashion show. I
thought that it was very creative,
came from a very good and original
concept," Play said, ''I liked the
music, it coordinated well with the
runway models. It was very well executed,'' he said.
Richard Hubbard, a senior in the

photo by David- Embden '

School of Business, said, ''It didn't
live up to my expectations .o f a
Howard fashion show. I'M used to
grand fashions and a narrarator talking in between the scenes to say what
is happening !lext.

''It didn't happen this time . For
the most part, the evening wear was
nice but all of the other -things seemed kind of average . It's nothing so
grand that someone should pay to go
see. I can see that on campus,'' Hubbard said.

photo by David Embden
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continued from pc'!.ge 6

there was a two-hour party with
ffiuslc prOv'led by Andy Alexis. Alexis l
is a disc jockey from the Kaieteur, a ;Caribbean club on Georgia Avenue .

The party lasted until I a.m.
Most students found the evening

enjoyable. "I think this was

•

photo by Keith 0. Leadbetter

Magicia n William Simmons pulls a bird out of nowhere during his act.

.

Variety
continued from page 6

-

~

ovation of the evening for his performance of ''Running Back to
You."

Howard's audience was later treat-

ed to a magic act in the scene called

''Illusions.'' William Simmons captured the audience's attention with
his magical skills. Concluding the act

was Latisha Thompkins who belted
out

Vannesa Bell Armstrong's

''Pressing On.''

The third act was entitled ''Con1 trovery.'' It began with a hilarious
·., ' skit c.alled ••Administration Confrontation.'' The satire showed the hassles and headaches a student at
Howard goes through during registration period.
Other performers in the act where

sultry singer Charlean Hines, rap
groups ''Two qf a Kind'' and ''Boogie and the Boys 2 Much.''
Follqwing a five-minute intermission, the last act to perform for the
first show was called ' ' Individualism ." John Wesley performed the
song ''I Can Only Be Me'' from the
movie ''School Daze.'
Ms . Black Chicago, Melanie Martin, was next to perform followed by
an inspiring, dramatic monologue by

Joaquin Williams. The highlight of
the act and of the short evening was
commedian and Howard alumnus-,
Craig Frazier.
The audience got a chance to see
at least Ptne performer of the fifth act
entitled ''Happiness Is ... .''Kendra
Holman then closed the abbreviated
show by singing ''It's You.''
T,.he final two acts which were cut
weq: the gospel act entitled ''Give
God the Glory," and ''Commencemcnt . ''
Unfortunately, the first audience
Tuesday night was not allowed to
praise the Lord, nor graduate.

great, ''said newly-crowned Miss
Howard Robin McClamb, '' to have
something so educational. It is disappointing to see that this event has so
few people turn out. I am having a
wonderful time . ''
Mitzie Smith, a management major, said ''it was very good.''
''It was a great variety of music
and food, "said Colin Walters, a
zoology major.
Herbert Peter, and exchange student from Germany, said ''What I
enjoyed the most was the Indian
dancer." Not all students agreed .
''It was poorly organized. If we are
to show people what the international
students can do, we must do a better
job,'' said Sam Brathwaite, a
graduate student.
Gouveia summarized the night;'' It
was a tremendous success. I would
like to see it become as popular as the
fashion show or variety show ."

photo by David Embden

McClamb
continued from page 6
--------~----

friendS, beCause we went through- a··
lot together,'' said Baron.
The second runner up, Janel
Jones is a junior marketing major
in the School of Business and
Public Administration. She sang a
medelyof''Faith'' and ''A Winner
in You''
''I thought that it was a very
good pageant. We had a lot of
~eq\ed competitors in the competit1on.

l
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Penta.g oo protest caps
'Steps to Freedom'
By Matthew Hobsen
and Ona Alston
Hilltop Staff Reporters

More than 1500 people converged
on the Pentagon to protest U.S. in-

tervention in El Salvador and at least
215 were arrested Monday morning.
The protestors closed down the
3700-space south parking lot of the
Pentagon and caused Metro bus traf-

'

fic to be re-routed to the Pentagon
City stati,.on. •
Most of those arrested were charg,:ed with blocking entrap.ces .
. The rally began with an early morning non-denomihational religious

service. Speakers and performers
continued the rally until noon.

.
~
photo by Sbdlece J. Earles

Among some of the noted speakers
were Brian Wilson, Vietnam veteran
and peace activist who lost his legs
.when a munitions train ran over him
?uring a previous protest; David Dillinger, an anti-war activist who
organi7~d the massive Vietnam War
protest at the Pentagorl in 1967; and.
Philip Agee, a former CIA emoloyee
who is the author of ''Inside the
Company,'' a book which details il-

(

From left, organization presidents, Alison Glasgow, Gordon Cho1olcora and Shelfy-Ann Samia.I•

·--

Groups accent ff_.U. diversity
C.S.A . ...

A.S.A . ...

JS.A . ...

By Elizabeth Lloyd ·

By Jennifer Sumner

By Lisa Blackman

Hintop Staff Reporter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

''If you don't know what we're
about check us out,'' said Alison
Glasgow, the president of the Caribbean
Students
Association .
CSA is planning various activities
for the course of the ·semester;
however, the major activity so far has
been the Jamaican Relief Program.
That took up most of the organization's time. According to Glasgow,
''That was a great success and we are
pleased with the response that we did
get from the campus.''
The food and clothing was taken
to the designated pick-up points and
from there they were sent to Jamaica said Glasgow.

The dormant African Student Association is once again active and
eager to make its presence felt.
African who was elected president of

On every college campus there is an
organization that struggles to emerge
and appear as unique. At Howard
University, the International Student
Association is that organization.

ASA three weeks ago said that ASA

Although the organization itself

legal activities by lhe CIA.
'The protest was organized by a
coalition of peace and nonintervention organizations including
the Committee in Solidarity with the

People of El Salvador, Pledge of
Resistance, and' the Winning
Democracy Campaign.
·
It was the culmination of a campaign called ''Steps to Freedom."
According to a CISPES spokesperson the purpose of the ''Steps to
Freedom'' campaign is to raise at

least

200,000

dollars

for

humanitarian projects in El Salvador
and to ''Massively protest U.S. intervention in El Salvador.''

The protesters planted hundreds of
white c:.;rosses, each bearing the name

-- -

•
photo by Donovan Marks
Local priest give!S invocation ot

~rty

of a victim of the civil war in El
Salvador, in the west lawn of the
Pentagon. Since 1980 over 63,000
people have been killed and over 6000
have disappeared.

Last Saturday, walk-a-thens and
civil disobedience occured in at least
60 sites across the country. These actions were also part of the ''Steps to
Freedom'' campaign.
The majority of the protesters and
of those arrested were students.
According to CISPES, the pro-

morning Pentagon rally.
testors came from 45 different towns
and cities. Students came from at

least 66 colleges and from a few high
schools.
Mike Ghia, a student from Rutgers
University, said, ''I spent part of last
summer in El Salvador and witnessed the Salvadoran goverrunent troops
using ink sprayers and cattle prods on
the citizens of El Salvador. Also the
government fired rubber bullets at,
see Pentagon, page 9

•

CSA has •!ready sponsored a
I

--

freshmen orientation program, a
fr:~s~men party and a tea party since
the semester began .
There was an International Day
reception held last Friday, in which
CSA was involved. Ambassadors
from all the nations with students enrolled atHoward were asked to come
and mingle with students from their
" 'll"' t of the world:' Over 30-dignitaries from the Caribbean, Africa, Asia
and Europe attended.

CSA wHl recognize the 1984 U.S.

-· -

Miskito Indian -leader lectures at H U.
By Oita Alston
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard students got a rare, fifst hand account of the war in Nicaragua
last week when Miskito Indian leader
Renaldo Reyes visited Prof. Ralph
Gomes' social psychology class.
Reyes told the class how he once
fought side by side with the Sandinistas to achieve the 1979 revolution and then fought against the Sandinista's and his own brother who
was a Sandinista soldier ..
l-{e now negotiates with the Sandinistas on behalf of his people and
promotes the autonomy project. The
project is a Nicaraguan government
plan to give the inhabitants of the
Atlantic Coast self government,
which would be consistent with their
respective cultures and historical relationship to the land .
Most of the people who live on the
Atlantic Coast are either Sumo or
Rama Indians, or ''creoles'' or
Guissanos of African descent .
''Autonomy means being able to
manage the little bit of wealth the
transnationals have left us,'' .Reyes
said.
•
Reyes ·s aid that students must
understand that autonomy is not a
gift.
''Young people-many just like
you-have given their blood for
autonomy," he said.
Reyes said that in 1981 he was forced to turn against the Sandinista
government and fight for ''indigenous principles'' when, according
to. Reyes ''t~e Sandinistas made giant
mistakes with us." ·
Reyes did not specify the
''mistakes'' in his comments to the
class. In a later interview, he said that
he was referring to the assassination

•

\

,

of indigenous leaders and several
''disappearances.''
He explained that the Atlantic
coast of Nicaragua is the richest part
of the country and is very sparsely
populated. All of the major cities and
towns are on the Pacific coast.

Reyes said that although he felt
that ''indigenous'' principles were being violated was comp.elled to fight
for them, his younger brother did
not. As a result, he faced his brother,
who fought for the Sandinistas, in
battle many times.
Reyes said that his situation is just
one example of what the war is doing to families.
''There are fathers fighting against
their sons without even knowing it,"
he said.
Reyes also said that the Sandinistas
did do ''some good things'' before
they made ''mistakes.''
He cited th.e literas;y campaign as
an example. Reyes said thai this program, which was undertaken by the
Sandinistas soon after they siezed
power. taught millions of people to
read and write in their respective
languages. Reyes said that there was
a special emphasis on the Atlantic
Coast.
Reyes said that the indigenous
peoples want to work with the
government like they did before.
He said that negotiations must be
''sincere and frank between ourselves
and the govenment because we don't
want any more spilling of blood.''
Reyes said that the revolution in
Nicara$ua is not just a ''Sandinista''
revolution, but a revolution of all the
oppressed people.
''I'm not a counter-revolutionary
and and I'm not a Sandinista I'm an
indigenous ~evolutionary,'' he saiCI.
Gomes· saii:I that he invited Reyes
4

to his class for many reasons. ''One,
students have a right to know ab.o ut
the influence of other nationalities,
cultures and social organizations."
He also -said that he wanted his
students to have an opportunity ''to
compare and contrast the situation of
African-Americans with other
minority groups nationally and internationally.''
Gomes said, ''The speaker brought
out that even when government has
good intentions it might go astray
because they fail to take culture into
consideration.''
''He also brought to light that one
must be wary of joining coalitions
and not being clear on the framework
of the coalition and how the rewards
will be divided if you achieve your
goal,'' Gomes said.
Tami McGruder, a senior accounting major said, ''At first I was
shocked because 1 did think that
black people in America were the only people struggling against oppression and I didn't realize the
seriousness of the Sandinista government.••
•
McGruder said that after hearing
his story, however, she could see
some parallels in the Miskito situation and the situation of
African-Americans.
Reyes spoke to the class in Spanish

invasion of Grenada at 4:30 on Oct.
21 . The students will express their
views on the invasion through a panel
discussion at their regular, bi-weekly
meeting in the Armour J . Blackburn
Center Auditorium .
The CSA has a steel pan committee which is working in conjunction
with the music departmc;iit to acquire
some steel pans or steel drums for the
University community. Steel drums
or pans are a relatively new musical
instrument popular in the Caribbean . They are made out of oil drums
and are most often used to play
calypsos.
CSA will also have a ''bring a can .
day.'' on this day day students will
be asked to bring a can of food to
school to support the Jamaican relief
effort. ' ',A lot of people have forgotten about Jamaica because the 'crisis' is over but we must continue our
efforts," said Glasgow.
Through out the se'mester CSA will
also set up stalls in the various
schools to sell food.
CSA will also sponsor its annual ·
''Christmas in the Caribbean''
celebration, which is a variety show
followed by a reception .
Glasgow said that CSA is also act-

Gordon Chasakara, a native South
was dormant 8ecause of poor·
leadership.
''Meetin~ weren't well attended or
consistent.'' As a result, said
Chasakara, the organization was inac~ive.

ASA neta 1ts ttrst meeting October.
7, 1988 and elected its president and
cabinet members which represent a
cros~-section of the African continent . The vice-presideht, Palesa
Makhale, is from South Africa; the

publicity secretary, Dayo Laoye, is
Nigerian; secretary, Ukaibe Jonah, is
also from Nigeria. The treasurer,
Steve Adefila, was born in Sierra
Leone; and the assistant secretary,
Jane KB!!yee, is Kenyan.

''The medl·a -,,.,,n
'-' v -

i
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•
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ISA, focuses on the association's objectives which are to bring together
international and African-American
students, to help international students learn more about each other,
and to make their various adjustments smooth ones.
,
A firm believer that students
should know more about cultures

foreign to them, Samuel said ISA will
have several forums in which a student will attempt to familiarize others
with his culture through traditional
dress and cuisine.
''This way we can see how things
. f~~-"e, J'4;ip~ times the.media mis-

informs people," Samuel s8ld.

".

superstltlOUS',,,.1WlC, ,,e

storm. --

''We've organized a book ex-

an d back waru:s.

change /lS well as a support system'"

·that if 'you are having P-l:QblCms in
your maj.or we have a rue that has the
name of an international student with
the 'same major who can help,''
Samuel said.

••
-Gordon Chasakara
ASA's purpose, as outlined in its
constitution, is to ''advance tlie cause
of African students' needs, to promote interest and .increase the usefulness of African students in school
and to promote aquaintence and
good fellowship among all association members and to reach out to external groups.''
Chasakara said his primary focus
will be on ,promoting the cultural
aspects of Africa. According to him,
the press fails to do this consistently
by portraying Africans as ''inferior,
superstitious,
wicked
and
backwards.''
ASA's first major projects will be
symposiwns, plays and of course parties, said Chasakara. A 'National
Day'' is currently being planned. On
this day ASA members will wear thCir
native dress on campus and give an
explanation of the fabric and its
historical significance.

ISA has also organized a housing
exchange where international students are matched with someone within the association for ideal
roommate situations. Another
project is described by Samuels as ''a
cultural explosion.'' Samuel said that

ISA plans to exhibit Christmas as experienced by different

cultures

through food, dance and song.
ISA encourages attendance at the
meetings by other students as well,
said Samuels.
,
''I want to promote better understanding of the different cultures,'' .
Samuels, who is a native of Trinidad, ·
said. ''We are all international. We
came from the same place but we
were separated.''
Other ISA officers for this year
are: Preston Tuley, vice-president;
Absolam OeShong, treasurer;
Sheri-Ann Austin, secretary; and
Rami Desusa, public relations

see African, page 9

see ISA, Pl!Je 9
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and Hillary Stern translated his comments into English.
Reyes is in the United States to
raise money for over 8,000 Atlantic
Coast children who have been orphaned as a result of the war.
Many students got the appropriate
information from Reyes and promised to take the information to their
respective organizations in order to
organize fundraising efforts for the
orphans.

Shelly-Ann Samuel, president of

sistently portrays~;.~'8~~tl'5fa-"dii~~l~'J!l;l:C~~:
ALJ'ricans as 'in'erior
•year, b~• this year, Samue1 said,
~
k d, ers
she mtends to take everyone by

see Caribbean, page 9
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has been around for many years, ISA
did not truly emerge as a studentoperated organization until last year.
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Conference

The employers that attend will be
from large and small media publications and television stations from all
ov~r

continued from P• 2

minority menlber of the D.C. Ap-

District

to D.C. statehood.
H.R. 4776 coupled with the attempted federal takeover of D.C. prisons is a ploy to undermine statehood

the country.
continued from paae S

Robin Hickman, coordinator for

Powell

propriations Committee, and Fauntroy stand on opposite sides in regard

the Office of Career Development
and Special Projects in the School of ramifications of Parris' proposal.

. ...

.
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Violence-~
continued from page S

.

level to combat the problem,''
Conyers said.
A spokesman for Conyers said that

As the 1OOth congressional session
prepares to ajourn, the concensus in
congress is that the 'Q9mmission on

H.R. 3914 is the third bill dealing

Racially Motivated Violence Act' will

with ''hate crimes'' to have passed

not be ratified in the Senate.

AIDS

continued from page 5

about AIDS and safe sex. The test it-

through the House to the Senate,
with little cooperation. The frrst bill,
dealing with violent acts against religious groups and or edifices, passed
through congress.
According to Cedrick Hendricks,
press spo~esman for Conyers, ''This
bill requires the Department of
Justice to collect and publish statistics on hate crimes for a period of five
years. And, it will incriminate acts of
violence and vandalislQ. motivated by
religion.''
He said that because the number of
hate crimes has increased, the House
issued a second bill, H.R. 3913, to
pursue the issue further, but the
, Lt.J><

·

• 1 '-'-

I

'
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''This third bill was an attempt to
not put the issue of racial problems
on the back bwner. But, we want national attention focused on these
problems too,'' Hendricks said.
''The Senate is not in the habit of
rushing things and the bill will probably be reintroduced when the congress reconvenes,'' Simpson added.
According to Conyers' statement,
African-Americans have made considerable progress but, ''the problems
Of economic injustice, inner city
poverty and racial tension hill remain,'' noting that this' is why bills
such as the 'Commission on Racially Motivated Violence Act' are
n~e~ed.

, . •

•

0

bly end up good like him. I would
like to follow in his footsteps.''

._

I should be able to do it."

Although the Reagan administration has characterized the South
African struggle as ''tribal war'' and
imposed economic sanctions,
Chasakara said it is not enough.
' 'Meaningful sanctions must be
imposed against South Africa,'' said
C hasakara , ''This means cutting off
trade entirely to South Africa." He

Chasakara also said that it is imperative that Howard students be
educated about the misery and pain
of Apartheid and take action .

__________________,...

10-3 Dally, l«Mi Sat. , 4i filunday, Parking, l blocks from Dupont Metro, nearby parking!

•

•

i

f figure if I put half my

eggs in one basket and half in another

Chasakara also said that union between ASA and the other students on
campus to end apartheid will not only bridge the gap between -iheffi, but
give non-AS/ \. members a better sense
of their heritage and culture.

coldly."

:;;

HAYE A
MONSTOROUS ...
HALLOWEEN!

on experience in local government in the areas of-Oecision making organizational prdpess, pu.rchasing, planning, and budgeting.

••

~

Similarly, Cleveland Blunt explained that he did not have a specific job in mind before he came to the
fair, -but once he arrived, .he found a
position that interested him.
Although many students were not
aware of the job fair, Gibbs said it
was advertised in the campus media
and around the city. Yolanda Thomas learned about the job fair
through a counselor at the Parklands
Community Center, where she was
enrolled in a course.
Other participants, such as Sergio
Alegria, read about the job fair in the
Washington Post. Pickens added, ''I
just happened to be looking through
the paper when I saw the ad for the
job fair.''
~~~~~~--~--

I.S.A.
. .

continued from page 8

officer.
Together the officers are workihg
for unity among all Howard
students.
''We woke up the international
community,'' Samuel said.''l would
like ISA to become a stronger, more
vibrant force on campus. If we can't
come together on a small campus like
this, how can we move together outside here?''
also believes that Howard students
could ht-19 the ·sitU-atioil in South
Africa b: 1riting their congressmembers and protestinR. ~
~
Chasakara fled South Africa in
1981 and Went to Botswana then to
]Zimbabwe.He was active in mobiliz~ng students against rcicial injustice in
bot'h countri§.
Chasakara said 'We as African
students in the U .S. are better placed
to view what's going on and do something about it. Education is worthless
without applying it to the development of our own ' country and
culture. ••

;pentagon
continued from Pa2e 8

-

-·

--

U.S. citizens and Salvadoran citizens.
Jhe ~ei!P_~ns the ~J_oops were using
·"Yere furnished by the U.S . government . ''
, El Salvador is among the top five
· recipients 1of U.S . foreign aid , receiving nearly $100 million a year in
military assistance and an additio.nal
$185 million in economic aid .
I Amanda Muchamer, an 18-year-

Start at

•

DEPARTMTEMT OF COMMUNITY PLAM~ING, HOUSING&. DEVELOPMENT: This position will assist in the development of a computerized housing
data base for the county.

OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY & INFORMATION SERVICES: This position will

J

old freshman from Earlham College

said_, ''If the _U.S . gQ"'..~ment Was
not sending 1.5 million a day to the
El Salvador government they could
use it for education in.Jhe U.S."
!Ray -Davis, from the D.C. Coali- ·
tion Against Apartheid and Racism,
sa'.id that poori partlcipation by
African-Americans is due to a failure
to] ''make the connections'' between
oPipression abroad and oppression in

provide support to the County's Product Technology program. The assignment will be to identify, study, and help implement innovations to improve
county operations.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS: This poition will assist the budget
preparation and/or· computer applications depending on the intern's
background. Other assignments are possible.

•

to get even, learn from failure and
move on and do something well.••
''I would have thought he was an
excellent student,'' said 10-year-old
Aliya Johnson, who worried that her
mediocre grades might prevent her
from being a lawyer. ''He wasn't a
good student, but he still said you can
do anything you dream. If you do
what you're dream is you'll proba-

eligible for.

ing as a mediato r for people interested in going to the Caribbean for
Christmas. CSA will i book tickets
through a travel agent and have the
ticketS brought to campus where students can pick them up . Today is the
deadline for students wishing to use
that service to get their travel information in to C SA officers.

Chasakara said that African S( Udents at Howard have somehow been
neglected and ''treated rather

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES: This position will provide hands-

.'

"Don't be afraid of failure. Failure
is a part of life,'' he1s8.id. ''Never try

-

Caribbean

continued from page 8

•

.\

good student, you've got to work
hard.''
·

continued from page 2

African

Announcement No. 1514:-9A-CMG
Salary' Range: $9.96 - $14.04/hr.

•

work. I come to work at 6:30 and.
leave about 8, '' he said. ''To be a

'

self will attempt to give researchers
information on the number of stud7nts who test positive for the HIV
virus.
''HIV in the blood stream doesn't
mC$lll that everyone who tests positive
will develope AIDS," she said,
''However, almost 100 percent of
those persons who do test positive for
the virus will eventually develope
AIDS.''
Md., the only local school selected to
She said that the program is or- participate in the study, was chosen
ganized so that students can give ,because of its size, but John Hopkins
blot>d samples at, the student health Hospital in Baltimore is assisting her
center on campus, and results are team.
divided into two groups, called blind
''I hope we will continue to test
and zero positive studies.
school year," Bridwell said , notThe blind study, developed by the each
ing that testing the entire student
Center for Disease Control, has stu- body is a waste. ''Our colleges aren't
dents submit blood samples into cap- in the high risk group, we can better
sules tabled only with their age, race channel that money into ~ducation . ''
and sex. In the zero positive study,
''st'u dents will submit blood and will
receive the results back within four to

These positions are designed to provide graduate students with learning
experiences while performing productive assignments and becoming oriented
to the ,goals, organization and operations of local government. The vacancies e.xist in the following departments:

''There is no substitute for hard

·1-

In the second part of the procedu~e. applicants were given a brief interview with a departtnent
representative of their choice, according to Brian Gray, Director of Personnel Services for the university and
hos.oital.
After this, applicants were ''iil the
system,'' said Gray and would either
six weeks,'' Bridwell said.
In addition to the blood samples, be notified of tbeir employment, or
students will be asked to fill out a scheduled for typing tests if the job
questionaire,about their sexual prac- they applied for required typing.
tices. She noted that ''most of the ' N-earlY all applicants who did atstudents who participate in the pro- tend the job fair found positions they
gram are part of the low risk group.'' were 1interested in."4Javid- Pickens
Bridwell, the former president of said, '1 just came with an open mind
the American College Health Socie- and said my prayers last night and
now I have six positions that l'f!l \
~ty, said, ''I'm not advocating sexual
relationships, but I do believe students should be using condoms as a
preventive· measure.''
''It's common knowledge among
doctors that AIDS is transmitted in
two ways; first by blood tranfusions
and by needle use, and second by the
continued from page 8
transmission of body fluids during
sexual intercourse,'' she added.
According to Bridwell, the U. of

GRADUATE ·MANAGEMENT
INTERN (4 positions)

•

tant lessons he learned along the.way.

I

Job

-

Senate did not approved it.
''The second bill would have initiated the investigation of the increasing number of reported racially
related violent crimes in the larger
cities such as, Los Angeles, Chicago,
New York and other cities,'' Hendricks said.

and start again, I'd go through
flifferently. ''He offered some impor-

percent of the District's entering high
school students ever graduate, givi~g
it the worst rating of all 50 state~.
. Powell, who impressed studeq_ts
when he told them he commandCd
75,000 soldiers during a stint in Gefmany, urged them not to fall by t~e
wayside. He called their school ''1a
treasure-house of knowledge. Tak:e
advantage of every opportunity.'' 1
Like many children, Powell had a
difficul.t time as a student. ''I didn'it
pay attention and I fooled aroun~
too much," he confided. Teachers
put him in a slow class in eleme"ntarY
school, and he earned C's in his~.
school, he said .
\,

Communications, anticipates over
. Julius Hobson, the citys' congres300 appl~cants for the job fair itself..._ sional liaison, alsO said that the
mayor is opposed to any federal in- passed by Congress and signed by
dinator for continuing education and
tervention of the Districts' penal sys- President Reagan ,,ept. 31, according
She
said
that
studentS
from
schools
community service programs in the... like Hampton University, Morgan tem. ''It would certainly weaken to Fauntroy Press Secretary Patricia
School of Communications and coor- State University, Pennsylvania State home rule and any possibility of D.C. . Smith.
She said the bill contained providinator for the conference said that -University and North Carolina A&T statehood,'' he .said.
sions that intrude upon the local
she is expecting more than I 0 500 State University, will be on hand to
''The Home ' Rule Act is insuffi- budgetary process by requiring the
Students, scholars, professionalS and
compete for summer and profes- cient self-government . . . because District to repeal certain aspects of
policy makers from across the coun- · _sional job positions.
there is no voting representation in the D.C. Human Rights law. The
try to attend the conference /next
week.
__
law, a result of a discriminatory claim
Congress,'' Hobson added.
Hickman
said
that
although
there
•
of a Georgetown University
Armed with a staff of paid was a pre-registration period, she exOther District representatives see homosexual student group, specifivolunteers, Carter-Williams is hoping pects the bulk of the applicants to
. cally relates to sexual orientation.
to downplay those things which she come out of the on-site registration the attempted federal takeover as a
Otl;ler provisions of the bill called
has no control, such as broken next week. Recruiting companies will blow to 0.C. statehood at a time for an extension of the use of local
microphones, late applications, and include media giants such as Gannett, when there is an ongoing struggle for funds to fmaace abortions, repeal the
no-show panelists or speakers.
ABC, Turner Broadcasting System, control of the District between Cop.- D.C. residency requirement foi: city
gress and D.C. officials.
''Sometimes things juSt don't work the Washington Post and The New
Del. Walter Fauntroy, the non- government positions and prohibits
York
Times.
·
out the way you expect them,'' she .
voting D.C. rep{esentative to Con- the use of local or federal funds to
said. "But we will be pr~pared to
Elizabeth Lloyd, a junior public gress and an outspoken proponent of be used to test for the AIDS virus in
handle any emergencies.''
relations major, said she is lookirig D'"C. statehood, went back to basics the issuance of health, life or disaforward to her second conference and earlie\ this month by calling and Oct. bility insurance.
Many who attend the conference what it will teach her new things.
Fauntroy's office has gathered a
6 town meetillg to infonn residents of
will have gone through a .pre"I would like to be able to better
of lawyers "to look at legal opregistration process that involves fill- understand the working force as it the provisions of the recently passed team
D.C. Appropriations Bill, House tions,'' Smith said, noting that the
• ing out an application, submitting a
relates to minorities and, hopefully, Resolution 4776.
team includes William Coleman,
it will help me become the successful
..4ccording to Fauntroy, Congress former U.S. secretary of transportaresume and setting up appointments person that I want to be one day,''
and President Ronald Reagan have, tion and Wiley Branton, former Defor interviews with prospective she said.
''violated the spirit and the letter of an of the Howard University School
employers.
home rule. 11 Parris, the ranking of Law.

Jackson and Williams will be
honored at the dinner.
Dr. Mary Carter-Williams, coor-

In colleae it dawned on me that

I'd better learn as much as I could,"
Powell explained. "If I could go back

continued from page S

efforts, according to sources in Fauntroy's office.
'The bill, which is now law, was

P1191 9

the U.S.

'

Qualification Requirem,nts: Applicants must have graduated within the last
year from a Master's degree program and not previously been employed
in the field, or must have completed one semester of graduate study beyond
the Bachelor's degree and be currently enrolled in a program leading to a
Master's degree in p~bllp or business administration, urban and regional planning or other field related to the needs of local government.

Alan

Rauiey
" 'HANG OUT:f>
.,_J•11EAN ACE :
MAIA~ CA~EER

'
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INTEREST:
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MINOR CAREER INTfREST

All applicants must submit an official Arlington County application.form and
cover letter. Refer td official announcement for details. Applications and
cover letter must be received Into the Persorinel Department no lateF that
5pm on OCTOBER 27, 1988. To request application material please call
(703) 358-3500 or TDD
(703)
·284-5521 (hearing impaired only).
'
.

ARLINGTON COUMti' PERSoHNEL DEPARTMENT
2100 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 511
Arlington, VA 22201
EOE/MFH
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WHY AM I DOING All THIS!
7l---~ ~ Ak&?'
QUOTE:

•
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loanslas Townsend, a 20.- year-old
member of the U.S. Army, who
wOrks at the Pentagon, said that he
w$ not aware of what is happening
in El Salvador.even though U.S. advisors, military equipment, and U.S.

tax dollars are being used in El
Salvador.

The number of U.S. military advisors stationed in El Salvador 1.t9
train the Salvadoran military is
limited by law to 55 . However, a
CISPES worker who recently travelCd to El Salvador said that the limit
is disobeyed on a· regular basis.
Although the protest was generally peaceful, some people threw red
pai~t on a bus and a police car, set
_trash cans on fire and burned an

'

I

effigy.
Pirotest organizers blamed the
violence on groups unaffiliated with
the coalition.
1

The Washington Post reported

bubbk25
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that four protesters were sprayed ·
with Mace by .a defense protective
service officer identified as H.G.
Meyer, Jr. Meyer, ref11sing to explain
why he sprayed them, said, ''I had a
good reason.••

-
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GQrdon Parks: Sharing ageless visions of African-America
By Charles FJder

University of the District of

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Columbia.

'

''You work so hard and so long on

Gordon Parks, photographer-

poet-filmmaker-com poser-novelist,

•

has chronicled American life and its

underside for decades.

something,'' he said, ''(that] I have
more fun doing it than watching the

end iesult. There's not that great·
surge of excUeme'nt, The finished

product is more for the enjoyment of
Parks captured the fashionable im- thosC around you."
ages of the milky-skinned beauties in
His works from the past, the books
such magazines as '' Vogue'' and of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, the 23
''Glamour' 1 and he preserved more years photographing with ''Life''
disturbing and socially critical images magazine, the five films, the piano
for the pages of ''Life'' magazine.
concerto, and the symphony orAs the fint African-American staff chestra are behind the 75-year-old
photographer, hired in the 1940s, now.
Parks layed out for the American
·They are all a part of the illustrious
public, the faces, the despair, and the resume and still the foundation for '
anger of African-America over three· what he does now in his projects.
decades . -It is generally agreed DY Parks ~ is currently working on the
critics and collectors alike that his fourth part of his autobiography, a
view of the world , particulary the ballet about Martin Luther King Jr .
African-American man's world, has and a novel about the British painter
been executed with an artistry ap- J.M.W . Turner.
proaching legend.
Parks said that he is certain that
"People talk about genius. I don't the lack of understanding about the
think I'm a genius,'' said Parks. He breadth of his ability as an artist has
,looks at the ceiling, and in a flash he limited his appeal in Hollywood .
explains that, ''it's just a matter of
Parks' skilled hands that controllapplying oneself. [Other people] ed the script, production, music, and
could do the same thing. They just direction of the first major film
have to be hungry."
directed by an African-American
Parks spoke at the Howard man, his autobiographical ''Learning
University School of Architecture Tree'' in 1969, was the same creative
Auditorium recently ._
hand that guided the urban detective
''The Vision of Gordon Parks': television series, ''Shaft.''
' was a celebration of the recent NaShaft was a commercial success.
tional Medal of Arts recipient and his Crit~cs have said that it saved from
major cinematic works sponsored by bankruptcy the MGM studios, the
the Institute for the Preservation and production company under which
Study of African America.Ii Writing Shaft was produced. The dramatic
and the Black Film Institut~ of th~ series, which showed a rarely viewed

side of urban life, spawned a rash of
''blaxploitation '' ftlms, a genre defmed by its use of violence, AfricanAmerican sexuality, and stereotyped
roles in almost _exclusively AfricanAmerican prodlictions.
To Parks, the line of pcorly writfollow-up to Shaft.
''It was unfortunate. We worked
hard on a good script and on the
music. [Richard Roundtree) Was a
fine black detective. [Humphrey]
Bogart Of'[James] Cagney could have
played the role.•• He is commited in
a sense, to exploring the depths of
human emotion.
i
Parks said that to surviVe as an artist, ''myths'' must be dispelled .
''Anywhere and anytime you should
work with a sense of um·versality, ''he
said.
But, he ·, said, after Shaft~
Hollywood encouraged him toward
more detective movies. They forgot
the sensitivity in the ''Learning Tree''

,:•

•

•

'

Gordon Pails has captured in plays, pictures and music the

I
any images of African Americo.

Ebony's 'Fashion Sed ction' hits town
By Theodore M. Snead
Hilltop Staff Reporter

r

After a rocky beginning, the
1988-89 Ebony Fashion Fair managed to seduce its audience with not only glamorous fall and winter outfits,
but with the showcasing of several of
the models' many other talents.
Held at the Kennedy Center, the
show w'as ti·Jed, ''Fashion Seduction.'' Although it was a fashion
show, it did not confine itself to a
display of new and exotic clothes
upon models .
Instead it utilized the singing
talents of two of its models, June
Holmes and Pamela Fernandez.
Also, the entire modeling troupe,
consisting of 12 females and two
males, applied their comedic ability
to bring vitality to this product.ion.
The fashion show was presented
under the sponsorship of the
photo by David EmbdeO
Washington D .C. Chapter of Continental Societies, Inc., a women's
public service organization. It raised Stephanie Williams models in the Ebony Foshion Show lost Sunday night.
an estimated $50,000 for charitable
They entered on stage with purple
organizations, two- of which were showcased the differen styles of
and maroon fur coats that matched
Howard University' s Cancer Center coats.
This season, men and 'f'Omen can the color of their suits. The most
and Center for Sickle Cell Disease.
When the show began, problems Jchoose from a variety of leather and unusual accessory in the ''Color''
scene was a tote-bag purse with
with the sound system became ap- fur coats in vibiaflt colors.
One model came out in a red wheels that the models were strolling
parent. Also Shayla Simpson's,
cOinmeiitatot' for the program, dyed-fur hat, and coat. Underneat-h behind them.
Act I was concluded with the scene
delivery was s~oken so swiftly that the coat, she wore a fitted red leather
members of the audience found it suit that caused the audience to clap called ''Tease Me.'' 1·n this scene, the
models ''teased'' the audience with
hard to understand her. These pro- with approva.I.
very sensuous evening wear . The
blems were soon resolved.
Another of the female models male members of the audience w-ere
Act I of the show began with one moved very slowly and seductively the object of model Felicia
of the vocalists singing Vannessa onto the stage in a white cowboy hat Blackburn's attention.
Williams's ''The Right Stuff." and a full-length white fox fur. After
Blackburn took command wearing
Behind the vocalist, five models ex- walking towards the grand piano on a full-length, peach-colored coat ac·
ecuted a skilled choreographed dance the center stage, she slipped off the cessorized with a unique blend of
previewing the different outfits that coat exposing a very close-fittin&- seashells. - When the ·
were to be presented in the show.
mini-dress.
model reinoved ~er coat, the male
Next it was time for the
- lhe next two scenes, ''Attentiori
see Ebony, paa,e BJ .
Getters'' and ''Fiesta of Color."
:nale models.

I

I

baby.
The songs ''All I Need,' ' and
•
'' Memories'' reminds the listeners
of Williams' earlier songs. These
particular songs put one in a
mellow mood . Her sound is very
similar to her past albums, r
however, there is new enthusiasm
. .
•
.
in ''As Good as it Gets.''
Songl1e1s Denfece W1ll10.ms gives o smooth, mellow perf01110C1nce.

I

Crystal Whaley
Hilltop Staff Reporter

More than 20 years ago, Detroit
was the launching pad for a host of
musical careers. The Motor Cityyou can call it Motown- gave birth
to a musical galaxy that will never be
forgotten.
The young recording artists, legendary today, helped package the
Motown sound, which captured feeling, a time, and a place. For example, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder,

Smokey Robinson ... and the unfor2ettable Su,premes.
.
..

"

Rising group, Sweet Obsession, as shown on their debut album.

••.. •

-

Washington cleaning woman standing ''Grant Wood'' style with
.;ee Parks, page BJ

This albwn is dedicated to those
in love. The songs on this album
are about love and happiness .
They tell a story of a woman get~
ting a second chance on love and
who is very happy about it. This
joy is illuminated through
dedicating her album to her new

•

'

fill the Parks photo portfolio: the

'

•

•

•

the man you- went to for premier
''blaxploitation. ''
Parks has referred to photography
as his tool for social criticism, giving
society the opportunity to see itself,
.its citizens~ and where it has failed .
''When I can, if I see it. if l can
do it, I still show it. I still expose what
I like or dislike about society,'' Parks
said recently.
Riveting and memorable images

I

''As Good As It Gets," the new
album by Deniece Williams on
·, Columbia Records, is a combination of up-tempo and mellow,
easy-listening songs.

(

.

and he was typecast by Hollywood as

I'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

ten, cheap films was a disappointing

I

By Crystal Whaley

..

i

2 new albums destined for success
'

/

l •.

'
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Twenty years later, Detroit is once
again the site of history in the making. The name Sweet Obsession
sounds like a new perfume, perhaps
a mystical scent that catches you by
surprise. Sweet Obsession, comprised cf three beautiful and talented
sisters Keena, Klmmala, and
Michele Green do just that - catch
you by surprise.
see 'Obsession,' page BJ

(

Alumnus' film addresses politics, love
. By Lisa L. Culp
Hilltop Staff Reoorter

Accomplished playwright/journalist Donna Mungen is off to a great
beginning in film with her Greek excursion, ''Affairs Of The Political
Heart ..''
The film, promoted by her own
company, Bottom Line Productions,
is a 25-minute short story which portrays the effects of politics on A love
re;lationship, the Howard graduate

said.

•
Muri&en
said that she wrote and
raised funds to ·produce the script
herself, with the help of producer
George Emirzass and a Rotary Foun-

dation Scholarship which helped her
achieve her goals of writing and
directing.
She uses the film to examine the
misunderstandings between nations,
but on the most basic level; a love
''.

I

'

relationship between a man and a
woman.
It depicts the struggle between a
young Greek professional male and
his Greek-American girlfriend .
''Politics sometimes do destroy cOmmunities, '' said Mungen, but like
most outcomes between nations, it is
through struggle that they come to
understand each other.
Mungen intends to use the film as
a vehicle to help people understand
that the international dealings of the
past few years substantiates that there
has been a gulf of ''international
misunderstandings''
between
America and her democratic partners. Her intention is to have the ftlm

'\

· Headquarters for
Washington's
. Largest Selecflon

I
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help bring an end to this global
misapprehension.
Mungen said she will continue to
see Mungen, page BJ

PWope

3269 M Sllaal, N.W 337-6666
Donna Mungen
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Hilltop Staff Reporters

advertisers.
''Positive will grow when the
advertising grows (but until then,] we
will not go below 30 pages''
, ''We are making progress in terms
of letting the adv~rtisers know that
we are a new [advertising) medium.
''Our white counterparts have so .
many other publications dealing with
the same audiences and features,'' he
said. Moorer does not see a reason to
worry about competition from other
publications.
Positive Communications, Inc.,
the magazine's publishing company,
was also conceived by Moorer in
1984. It is a communications com-

Moorer, a 1984 graduate of Howard

''The magazine provides a realistic
approach to dealing with what the
black man has to go through in day
to diy life,'' Moorer said . ''It provides r61e models for black men who
aspire to become professionals. It is
something realistic.''
The magazine features a variety of
topics from entertainers, entrepreneurs and health to political

MOVIE
DIRECTORY
.

of subscribers and especially

toward the male population have vir- actor Howard E. Rollins Jr. who aptually little or nothing to offer peared in the film version of ''A
African American men, George W. Soldier's Story.''
University has published ''Positive''
a new magazine especially for them.

''

ed for the near future.

While many magazines geared debuted in October 1987. It featured

•

.

'
pany that produces music videos,
Moorer feels that the success of the documentaries and tapes events for
magazine will depend on the number paid televisions.

and socialConcerns, poetry, family
activities and fashion trends.
The premiere edition of Positive

Molette Pendleton

.. . .. .

Because the bi-monthly magazine
had to generate revenue, the second
issue did not reach subscribers until

February 1988.
''We didn't have 8' major backer,
that is why we came out four months
later,'' he said.
The second issue featured jazz
musician Najee Rasheed, better
known just as Najee .
The November issue will feature
two affluent African-American
marketing executives in corporate

George W. Moorer
America. This issue will begin the its
publication on its regular bi-monthly
basis.
Although the magazine has only 30
pages, Moorer hi:i.s expansions plann-

"'

Capilol HHI C l - "11 Eight St.

SE 547-1210

When applying for entry level jobs,
Moorer continually beard that he was
over-qualified, so he decided to start
his own company.
''I had a lot of support from family who are entrepreneurs '' Moo
said.
.
'
rer

' ' Alien Nation''Fr 5:45 ,, 7:45, 9:45,
Sat/Sun 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45
' ' Nightm8.re on Elm Street 4'' Fr 9:30,
,11 :30
.t
Sat/Sun 9:30, 11 :30

Cineplex Ocloon Circle Avalon.
5612 Connecticut Ave. HW.

The company produces ''All
About Us,'' a syndicated television
talk program in the New York
Metropolitan area. Also ''Positive
Images'', a talk and variety program,
on Viacom Cablevision. Both programs feature ''people from
presidents of minority businesses to
politjc~l leaders," he said.

966-2600

''Last Temptation of·Christ''(2) Fr S:IS,
8:30 Sat/Sun 2:00, 5:15, 8:30, 10:00
''Alien Nation'' Fr 7:30, 9:30
Sat/Sun 2:00, . 3:45, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30

Cineplex Odffn Circle Dupont
1350 19th St. HW 872-9555
''A Fish Called Wanda' ' (2) Fr 3: IS , 5:30,
7:4S, I0:00, 12:00Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30,
7:45, 10:00, 12:00
· '' Betrayed'' Fr 4:15, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1:45 , 4:15, 7:00, 9:30, 12:00
''Big' ' Fr 5:30, 7:40, 9:50, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1·: 10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 9:50, 12:00
''Dead Ringers'' Fr 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 11 :50
Sat/Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 11 :50
' 'Married to the Mob'' Fr 5:20, 7:30, 9;40,
11 :55
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40, 11 :55

Students
miss
out
on
treasures
.
.

;

By Tonya Salvant & Cnstol Baron

D

Hilltop Staff Reporters

~

l;:~.. ~\
Co-eds tap music industry
•

By R. Tim Gibbs
Hilltop Staff RcPorter

Enterprise is ever-present in
Howard University's School of
Business . A group of business
students have created their own
record com3.pany called ''Lazer
Records.''
The firm is a student-owned and
operated entertainment and management company. It began as an i~ea
in a retail management class earlier
this semester when Professor Betty
Watson asked the students to start
a comPany and manage musical
talent .

The company held call back audi-

tions Oct. 11. Student talent ranged :
from gifted musicians and soloists, to
· rap and gospel groups . Many of t~e
artists wrot,e and performed their
own origina'.l music.
Company executives were pleased
with the response, and were pleasantly surprised to find an abundance of

talent at Howard .
Gerard ·Gibbons, one of Lazer
Records Chief Executive Officers,
said that some of the acts he saw may
become major artists in the future.
''Dipping into the well of untapped
talent at Howard University,''
Allyson Stroude, company member
said was the company's objective.
She also noted that another part of
the company's purpose is to market
the acts. They plan to polish their artists to a professional quality .
Company executives explained that
artists who are signed will be part of
an album showcasing Howard' s array of talent. Regional tours are also
in the works.
Lisa Boyd, company member , said
that the efforts of Lazer Records are
supported by MCA Records.
This enterprise will continue
beyond this semester, yet participation in the corporation is limited to
its original founders for the time
being.

Ask any Howard student about the
B.ison football team or about
Homecoming activities in general and
they will tell plenty, but when faced
with questions concerning cultural
awareness, nine times out of 10 most
students will come up blank.
r
It is surprising the number of
students, who have no idea what the
nation's capital has to offer in terms
of enrichment in the arts .
The District is filled with diverse
opportunities to expand one's own
knowledge in this area, whether it be
through lectures, films, galleries, or
exhibits.
What better place to find all of
these activities but at a museum? The
National Museum of African Art,
located at 950 Independence Avenue
· N. W., is one such museum.
Opening as a part of the Smithsonian Institute in September of 1987,
the museum has been visited by over
635 thousand people.
Whether it be hectic schedules or
limited knowledge of places to go, the
fact remains that Howard students
.ire not taking advantage of ;all their
resources.
''I knew there were a lot of neat
museums all over town, but I never
have the time to get out and see
them," said junior student Kim
Paine.
Although three of the five galleries

.

.a re closed· now due to show changes,
This month's main attraction is a
all five will be completed November special exhibit of Royal Benign Art.
11th.
This collection dates from the 16th
''We are particularly excited about through the 19th centuries and is ·
two exhibits opening the 11th,'' said from a oart of Nigeria, the historical
Janice.Kaplan, Public Affairs Direc- West A1ilcan KiilidOrii of Benign. ·
tor. ''It will be the first time that the
Twenty copper-alloy castings and
museum has ever presented contem- one ivory carving are presented in this
porary and traditional art work in the exhibit.
same exhibit.'' ~
In addition to art work, the
According to Kaplan, the contem- museum offers various film series,
porarY exhibit titled '' Echoes of the such as 'The Lives of African
Kalahari : Sculpture by Sokari Women,' a series of six films about
Douglass Camp'' will feature life-size the lives of African women in variou~
figure sculptures which will stages of personal, economic and
mechanically move in motions depic- political awakening within rapidly
ting Kalahari of Nigeria African changing societies.'
festivals.
'The African Cinema' , a view of
The traditional exhibit, '' Kalahari · the diverse , aesthetic approaches
Ansestrial Screens: Level of Mean- African filmmakers have employed
ing,'' corhmemorates Kalahari during the past two decades.is a seleaders of the 19th century,
cond example of the films offered by
Acquiring its art work through the museum .
donations from private individuals as
There are also workshops like
well as purchasing it with support 'Principles of African Storytelling,'
from the Smithsonian Institute, the which visitors are encouraged to get
National Museum of African Art is in volved in, and programs for
presently showing its permanent col- families which even offer memberlection and a special African ships to African Art Clubs.
collection.
Monthly lectures, perf6rmances.
The museum' s permanent collec- and demonstrations are all activities
tion captivates the flavor and culture offered through the museum which
of sub-Saharan Africa, and includes Howard students could actively
in its collection more than 140 pieces participate.
of art work from nine major regions
''We look forward to visitors from
in Africa.
the Howard University community,''
African fertility figures, masks , said Kaplan, ''1 feel that they will be
baskets and costumes are alsG on pleased witll what we have to offer
display.
this fall .''

Cineplex Ocleon Circle Embassy
1927 Florida Ave HW 387-1314
''Alien Nation'' Fr 7:45, 9:,45, 11 :45
Sat/Sun I :45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45

Cineplex Odeon Circle Jenifer
5252 Wisconsin Ave. HW

244-5703
''Dead Ringers'' Fr 7:00, 9:20
Sat/Sun 2:20, 4:50, 7:00, 9:00
'' Married To The Mob'' Fr 7:20, 9:20
Sat/Sun 1:00, 5:00, 7:20

Cineplex Odeon Circle Moc:Arthur
4859 MacAuthur Blvd HW

•

337-1700
''Powqqatsi'' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:30, 7:30, 9:40
' 'Punchline'' Fr 7:00, 9:40
Sar/Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
''The Accused'' Fr 7:45, 9:55
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:20, 7:45, 9:55

Cineplex Odeon Circle Outer
4849
Wisconsin
Ave.NW

244-3116
''Thin Blue Linc'' Fr 5:30, 7:45 , 10:00
Sat/ Sun I :00, 3: 15, 5:30, 7:45 , 10:00
''Tracks 29'' Fr 7:30, 9:40
Sat/ Sun I :00, 3: 10, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00

Cineplex Odeon Circle Tenley
4200 Wl1con1ln Ave. HW

363-4340

I

''THIS IS WHOOPI GOLDBERG'S
BEST WORK SINCE 'THE COLOR PURPI."-·;
· HER TALENT AND ACTING SKILJ .··
POUR FORIH:'

1. 1 •T1te Way You LoTe Me''
Karyn White
Warner Bros.

7. ''Break For Love'•
Raze
Columbia
•

2. My Peropdv~'
Bobby Brown
MCA

- Rex Reed, ATTHE MOVIES

s. "'l'>e Waited Too Lone"

4. ''Givhl& You Tile

Anita Beker

Cineplei: Odeon Circle We1tend
23rd + L Sts. HW 293-3152

Tommy Boy

''Running on Empty'' Fr 5:30, 7:45, 10:00,

10. ''Weekend''
Todd Terry Project
Fresh

Electra

I2: I0

t/ Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00, 12:10
'' Imagine'' Fr 5:10, 7:30, 9:30, 11 :30,
Sat/Sun 12:50, 3:00, 5:10, 7:30, 9:45, 12:00
'' Bird' ' Fr 6:30, 7:00, 9:30, 10:00
Sat/Sun 12:30, I :00, 3:30, 4:00, 6:30, 7:00,
9:30, 10:00
''Pumpkin Head'' Fr 7:40, 11 :40 ,
Sat/Sun 1:40,.3:40, 5:40, 7:40, 9:40, 11 :40

· For next week:

Cber Anne

''Whoopi Goldberg's best
dramatic performance
to date."

Capitol
•

'

6. ''A Day In Tbe IJfe''
Black Riot
Founh floor

- Judith Crist

''Wonderful teamwork.
Whoopi
Goldberg
• •
•
1s 1mpress1ve. ·
Neil Patrick Harris
makes asmashing
debut."

12. Jnch: ''I Wish You Heaven''
Prince

Ask Ardent's advice

Woe• of an office nose

Whoopi Goldberg

Dear Ardent,
I am employed in a crowded office and I get along with everyone.
However, the air-conditioner is
. broken, causing several emplpyees
tb be ''offending in .t he personal
hygiene area."
Often the air is so stuffy it's
hard to breathe. I don't want to
do this , but I am considering leav-

I see him frequently in passing and
at the same social events·that I attend . Usually we are always 4n
each others line of view but
nothing is ever said.
How can I meet him without being too forward?

each
person's
mailbox
(anonymously, of cowse). Do Y,OU
have any other solutions?

The next time you spot him

.

ara's

ing baby powder and deodorant tn

Gasping For Breath
,

I
I

·I

!--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~
WARNER BROS . Presenl.I

-'"MTM ENTERTAINMENT""'""''" WHOOP! GOLDBERG "CLARA'S HEART" MICHAEL ON"!•.· ··•
KATHLEEN QUINLAN · SPALDING GRAY · BEVERLY TODD""' '"'""'"''"' NEIL PATRICK H 1''"·'
DAVE GRUSIN Eucutive Producer MARIANNE MOLONEY
Sued upon the novel by JOSEPH OLSHAN Prodo,u:ed by MARTIN ELFAND
M11$icby

CCL=r.=J'

j

MARK MEDO r'1·
Directed by ROBERT MULl.iG..:.. ....
Screenplay by

'""·'~'~·"''"''"'"'':~·
·- ~ .. ~ .,.

I•

.. .

ii';'

~~t. '
.

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU
•

•
I

Dear Gasping.

If just the air-conditioner being
out of order is causing the problem, no biggie. Fllil Is just around
the corner. However, lf this is a
chronic problem a cheaper-way ls
to put a note- type written in the

applicable m.Uboxes. Though It
could be upsetting, the message
will get through and It will benefit
the people involved.
Dear Ardent,
I am an intelligent and attractive
young woman in my junior year at
Howard. I need help in meeting a
particular young man on campus .

•

Years In Waiting ·
Dear Years In Waiting,
make sure that you let that line of
vision work. When your etes meet
try to lock in and bold it there until you feel a positive vibration.
If and when you do, take the inltlatlve and ask him out.to lunch,
dinner, dancing or even an ni~e
quiet study session.
Remember that this is the
eighties and some men are shy
also, good luck?
Dear Ardent,
My co-workers are really nice but
there is one big problem; they talk
too much! It's talk, talk, talk,
gossip, gossip all day. I've tried
earplugs and a walkman but it

poesn't help.
What can I do?

•

KB Cerberus 3040 M St. HW ·
337-1311

Album: ''Atlanta Artist'! ,
Cameo Machismo '

'

- Guy Flatley, COSMOPOLITAN
•

l!fiile 11 opl*llrP'P • - I J _

''Gorillias in the Mist'' Fr 7:00, 9:45
Sat/ Sun 1:30, 4:15, 7:00, 9:45

Stctsuonic

Best''

Odeon Circle Uptown
Connecticut Ave.NW

966.!.5400

9. ''Tilldn' All That Jan'!..

''Whoopi Goldberg gives a performance of such wisdon1
and tenderness that she reaches new heights as
a dramatic actress of substance and
strength ... 'Clara's Heart' has
•
certainly captured mine."

. . . ..

3426

Epic

3. ''(He's Got) Tiie Look"
Vanessa Williams '
Wing

l!>o·2!:•1ENTllTRqltil~ClU110lt£~61®

C~neplex

8. ''Another 'Part Of Me''
Michael Jackson

11

- Richmond Shepard. WNEW-AM RADIO IN.Y.)

''Moon Over Parador'' Fr 7:30, 9:55, 12:00
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:30, 7:30, 9:55, 12:00
''Pumpkin Head '' Fr 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45'
Sat/Sun 2:00, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45 11 :45
.''Imagine'' Fr 7:45, 10:00 , 12:00,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30, 7:45, 10:00, 12:00

' '''Fr 9:55, 11 :55
Sat/Sun 3:25, 7:40, ll:SS
''Moon Over Parador'' Fr 7:30, 9:30, 11:30
Sat/Sun 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30,1 1:30
''Alien Nation''Fr 7:45 , 9:45~ 11:45
Sat/Sun 3:45, 5:45, 7:45 , 9:45, 11 :45
''The Accused'' Fr 5:30, 7:40, 9:55, 12:05
Sat/ Sun 3:20, 5:30, 7.:40, 9:55 ; 12:05

KB Cinema 5100 Wisconsin Ave
HW 636-1875
'' Memories of Me'' Fr 7:30, 9:30
Sat/Sun 2:30, 4:3!l, 6:30, 8:30

KB Foundry l 055 Thamas Jefferson St HW 337-0094
''Betrayed '' Fr 7:35, 9:55,
Sat/Suri 12:35, 2:55, 5:15, 7:30, 9:55 .
''Who Framed Roger Rabbit' ' Fr 1:30,
9:45,
Sat/Sun 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
''Fish Called Wanda'' Fr 7:15, 9:20,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:15, 9:20
''Imagine'' Fr 7:20, 9:20
Sat/Sun 1:20, 3:20, 5:2q, 7:20, 9:20
''Die Hard' ' Fr 7:20, 9:50
.
Sat/Sun 12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50
''Dead Ringer'' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40

KB ·Paris 5300 Wisconsin
Ave.NW (Max1a Gallorle)

686-7700
''Sweet Hearts Dance' ' Fr/Sat 1:45, 3:45,
5:45, 7:45, 9:45, Sun 2:45, 4:45, 6:45, 8:45
''Wings Of Desire' ' Fr/ Sat 12:15, 2:40,
· 5:05, 7:30, 9:55 Sun 1:15, 3:40, 6:05, 8:30
' ' Bird' ' Fr/ Sat 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00
Sun 2:00, 5:00, 8:00

Senator Thealor 3950 Mlnnnota
Avo. 389-3038

'

•

''Pumpkin Head'' Fr 6:00, 9:00, 12:00
Sat/Sun 2:30, 9:00, 12:00
''Saturday The 14th Strikes Back'' Fr 7:30,
10:30
Sat 4:15,. 7:30, 10:30 Sun 4:30, 1:45

-

see Ardent, page B3
•

•

'

•

•

'

•

•
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•

•
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•
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Support

PIZZA
TIME
'

the Howard U.

,•.

Howard Students
Receive

Center for ·
Sickle Cell Disease

,.

Whole Pie
or Free Soft Drink with
purchase of 2 slices
when you show student ID
Friday after 4 :00Ail day Sat. :
$2.00 Off wtth ID

...................................................
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
woae 1$ OUT ONTHt:' YAQe ...
•
•
•
••
HU and N.C.A&T will witness...
•
• The World Famous
~
•
•
•
CC)~·
•
•
•
•

I.

: Phat Booty
: Conte'st
.

$1.00 OFF

•

•
•
•

•

"Our Top Bootyolollat"
• Comedlan Chris Thomas who Just recently toured with R
• u llC ud offer hla ezpertlae on our flndin&91

•
:
•
:
•
:

Safari Nigtclub/Nafka Lomge.
925 5th & I( St. N.W.(see map)
Homecoming Night Sat. Oct 22nd
The AfterConcert Jam
'
llp.m.· until
$7 with College ID

••

--

: I 1st 25 Ladies Free I
.

•
•
•
•

--

''

: No Age Requirement

--·
lwa3

: Come ready to party 'cause the HOUSE,CLUB, and HIPHOP
• will be PUMPIN'lll

•

•

••
•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i

2606 Georgia Ave. NW

387-4111

:• Parks

•
•
•

(Minimum order $10.00)

•

• SIOO 111RB'I PRIZE

'

DAILY SPECIAL
FREE DELIVERY

•

• • • • • • • • • •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

continued from page Bl

upheld broom and mop before and
American flag, the young Muham~ad Ali's face covered with perspirat1on, an impoverished Brazilian boy
named Flavio .
Park remembers his introduction
to filmmaking and his first camera
vividly. He was a steward on the
North Coast Limjted run between St.
Paul and Seattle, when he saw a
newsreel, by Norman Alley on the
bombing of an American warship .
''After the newsreel, someone
came out and said, 'Now, I would like
to introduce the director of that film,
Norman Alley.' An.d he leaped out
from behind the curtain in a white
suit and I thought that was the most
marvelous thing I've ever seen. It was
then I decide 11wanted to be a
photographer.''
He went out and bought a camera
for $12.5!) in a Seattle pawnshop , a
Voightlander Brilliant . . '' I didn't
know anything about cameras, but I
thought I could toss the name
around," he said, staging a mock
conversation:

''W~at

do you use 1 Oh, a
Voightlander Brilliant.''
Parks' self-described code for success is a mixture of chance, talent, continued frum_page Bl_
and determination. Less than six
months after shooting his first roll of proauce and direct, and in doing so,
film, he said, he was given the first address universal themes . She intends
show for his photographs at Eastman tn ' 'deal with the black communit_v .
Kodak.
ind other cultures'' in film in the
Another essential part of the sue- future, saying her frrst ftlm is a Greek
cess lies in the fact that he was never production because she happened to
seeking fame.
.
be located in Greece, courtesy of the
''I didn't worry about success. I Rotary Foundation Scholarship.
worried about survival. Success was
During her two year stay in Greece, ·
a big word.''
where she quickly learned their
Parks was born in 1912, the language, Mungen spoke of how well
youngest of 15 children to a Kansas she was treated by the Greeks.
farmer and held jobs as a waiter,
''There is no prejudice, only
porter, janitor, and a piano player. curiosity. They don't know that we
(African-Americans) exist because
His talent is his gift that mystifies they haven't been exposed [to us].
him most, he said. At the age of They think we' re beautiful, which we
seven, he was playing with the blues are. ''
musician Blind Boon and he kept
Shi: went on to say Greeks, and
playing.
othef' countries she has visited treat
H~ sai~, one day a man standing Americans well. ''It's the American
outside his house heard him play. government they dislike.'' Mungen
.When Parks finished, the man walk- hopes to help nations understand
ed in an~ asked what he. was playing . each other through her films.
Parks said he was playing things he
Prior to studying film, she workwas working out in his head and the ed extensively in radio. She has workman said that i~ he finished the piece ed for National Public Radio and
he would consider conducting it in several radio stations including
Venice in two years.
Howard's own WHUR ;
''But I can't notate." The man just
Also, a veteran in the journalistic
told him ''Listen to the masters
field , she served as a Capital Hill corlisten, listen, listen. " He recalls that respo nd ent, where she covered
two years later, he was in Venice Watergate, and her works have ap''and people were throwing flowers
peared in many publications ingoing 'good luck, maestro.' I wa~ cli1ding ''Essence'' "!~$azine .
feeling pretty good at this point . I
Now that she nas entered the film
was wiped out.''
industry, Mungen said she is ·
Publishing for his autobiography
definately hopes to produce major '
was equally accidental. ''On the first
pictures. She said she is producing
of every year I have my black-eyed
short films now for economic
peas and try something new .''
· reasons.
A friend challenged him to write ,
She said that she has been moving
and he went home to type something f
·
·
to prove he wasn't a write
rom field to field because she
''Sev~n pages . That's ~hen the ,• doesn't feelshecan,facilitatethemall
typewriter ribbon gave out.'' Later. at o_nc~ and doesn t _f~~ 1 she should~
an editor invited him out to lunch and be 11m1ted to any on~. field.
.
offered him $5,000 for what was to
t'tSfiheldencou;,ages asP:1nng st~dedndt~ tn
be Parks' first novel, the first seven
1e s to never give up, a 1ng
pages he had already read .
. It s easy to get the.~ream, but get''l said, 'Wait a minute .• and then ting the money .co,,. produce an~
he said the most they could offer me
make dreams reality 1~ t_he hurdle .
·was $10,000. I told him 1 didn't even
Mun~en stated ~hat 1t is ver>'. hard
think I could write the novel but for
o.n A.fr1can-Amer1can wo~en 1!1 the
$10,000 I would sure try.'''
r1lm industry. 1:he~ have .no 1npl!t
Finishing his speech, a relaxed
1~ H~!lywood 10 controlling pos1Parks stressed the importance of be~!?ns. They nee~ to .~e more than
ing universal.
JUSt makeup artists.
''Never let yourself be pushed inShe says a .lot of ave~ues a!e c.losto a corner because you are black If
ed ~ff ~o ti-fr1ca~-Amer1cans tn film,
you like Michael Jackson, Sade, ~nd
w~ch is predominantly cqntJoll~d by
Prince, listen to Beethoven Bach
whites and Je~s. . . .
and Brahmns.
'
'
Mun;&en .believes 1t 1s 1mp~rta~t to
''Ifyou enjoy Ellison, Wright, and
keep cl1mb1n~ . She has been 1nsp1red
Baldwin, be su re you don't miss Sarby s~rong 1ndepend.ent Afr1cantre . Do the limit ."
~er1can women, stating her mother
impressed upon her to work for
herself.
She stated that she looks up to
African-American women such as
Mary McLeod-Bethune, Madame
C.J. Walker, and Maxine Walker,
strong ''women who have been able
to overcome obstacles, women who
never stopped. "

Mun·g en

?. ,

·- .

.'

Ebony

BJ

applauded while looking at
Blackburn standing on stage in a
reveiling peach colored oulfit with -

seashells covering her semi·nude
body

Then it was the ladies' turn to be

enticed. Both male models , Leon
Craig and Craig Schley, teased their
admirers with their smoking jackets
and lounge pfillts. The pants' pockets

were removed to reveal the models
bare thigh and also the side view of
·their bare buttocks.
ACt 11 began with a Swimwear
scene called ''Paradise." The female

You Have the

\

·The real-world problen1s of government, industry·
and commerce demand solutions. Quick, effective
solutions. TASC solutions.
'

For 0\1er two decades , TASC. has applied innovative,
computer-based analytic methodologies to the
understanding and optimization of complex systems.
\Ve're committed to putting knowledge to work in
unconventional ways. The possibilities are endless.
And they depend on people like you. People with the
independent thought and analytic abilities that have
fostered at l 'ASC a unique combination of adVanced
technology and problem-solving techniques.
•

,
'

Here, we offer a small-team environment, project
follow-through, interdisciplinary contacts and in·
house educational opportunities . Our project diversi·
ty calls for flexibility , objectivity, and the ability to
expand your knowledge in a variety of ways to
discover real answers to complex systems problems .

Academically, 75o/o of our staff is at the MS and PhD
level. And we provide them with s uperior technical
and administrative s upport and the latest computer
hardware/software .· We use state-of-the-art methods
from estimation, control and optimization theo11' to
advanced modeling and simulation techniques many of which were developed at TASC. It's a
dynamic, challenging environment where the individual makes a difference. And we' re located only
minutes from the educational and cultural centers of
Boston and Washington DC. with other locations ·
throughout the country.

Engineering, Systems Engineering, Operations
· Research or Contputer Science (\vith emohasis
on engineering and scientific application), the
world could use the answers you can provide
through T ASC.
on~campus

shortly.

See your College Placement Office for details_.

•

THf AHA~ YTIC IC/fNCfl CORPORATION

55 Walkers Brook Drive
Rea\!ing, MA 01867
An Equal Opp0rtuoi~)· Empluyer. M/F.
U.S. C11.11enslup r~qw.-ed.

l
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If you''re. receiving an MS or PhD in Electrical

T ASC will be interviewing

'

models paraded around the stage
with scarves wrapped around their

swers.

•

•

contlnufll from page B 1

Wishing I Were Deaf

•

Dear Wlsblng
There's not a whole lot you can

do espedllly ii you don't wut to
suddenly

nnct younelf lndaded la

the content ot tile &Ollip. People
often goulp doe to tlle tile lock of
events and ex.dtement ln their own
lives.
Remember:Great minds talk
about ideas. Avenae minds talk
about events and smaD minds talk
about people.

I

Dear Ardent
What do men want? If you ignore him, play hai'd to get, he'll
chase you down, buy you roses,
etc. and pursue you to the ends of
the earth .
If or when you respond
favorably and let him know that
you are(God forbid) attracted to
him, watch how quickly he gets
that ''I'm-out-of-here'' look on
his face.
Well, maybe you'll get lucky
and be in a relationship. Most of
the girls I know use this strategy:
''Okay, no ties, np commitment,
I'll see other men . I don't want to
be labeled as Obsessive or
possessive. I'll just pretend that he
really doesn't make me happy.
This smile on my face and twinkle
in my eye is just a front.''
How does he respond? ''Hey
fellas, my girl is so cold. I need someone with more warmth and sensitivity.''
On the other hand If you are
monogamous and show him your
love which is an honest natural
response, and build your relationship on truth.trust and honesty.
How does he respond?
''Hey baby, I need some space,
,I feel tied down . .. that twinkle in
your eye and smile on your face
reminds me of the lady in fatal attraction. Did you see that movie,
baby?''
What can we do?
Haplessly Confused
Dear Confused,
I say look for the man who will
be responsive to the relationship
that is built on truth, trust, and
honesty aod forget about the other
knuckleheads .
Got a Problem? Need Advice? Write:
•

Dear Ardent
c/o The Hilltop Newspaper
Howard University
'

2217 4th SI. NW
Washington D.C. 20059

•

continued from page _8 1

I

members ot· the audience gasPed and

•

•

'Ob'session'

conlinued from page ·
••

Ardent·

waists which they later unraveled.
The male models wooed their female
on-lookers with their tuxedo bikini
swimwear complete with tails.
For evening wear, designers had an
innovative approach blending chiffon
with leaves and flowers sewn in the
gown's upper part.
Creative designer, Bob Mackie offered sparkling gowns which 'were
dripping with sparkling beads and
fluffed with colorful feathers.
The evening wear scene, entitled
''Allure of Luxury," had the best
solo performance of the evening.
While the models flaunted their evening wear, model/v ocalist June
Holmes sung the title song from the
Broadway musical ''Phantom of the
Opera.''
The show ended with the traditional bride and groom scene, entitled ' 'Take Me Now.'' The groom
entered wearing a purple tuxedo.
Next, the bride graced the stage in
a $17,000 very unappealing purple
and pink wedding gown de.signed
by French designer Emanuel Ungaro .
There were Over 200 outfits
featured' in the show. The brilliant
wardrobe of designs was selected by
Eunice Johnson, wife of Ebony and
Jet magazines publisher John H.
Johnson, and also from leading
American, British , French, and
Italian designers, according to Simpson who also help select some' of the
outfits .
Some of the designers featured
were Patrick Kelly, France's Christian La Crois, Pierre Cardin and
Valentino . The Italian designers were
Barocco, Fendi, Enzo Russo and Tita
Rossi.

The group was destined from the
beginning to make music and to
move to the top. In 1987, . the trio
made a promise to themselves that if
they did not land a recording contract, they would abandon their pursuit of~ musical career and tum their
attention to other career pursuits .
''We were serious about our decisions,'' the young women recalled.
''And we .prayed that the Lord
would send us an angel .''
Their angel appeared at their last
performance at the Ohio Valley
Music Awards in the form of recording artist Melba Moore, who was
hosting the gala.
Needless to say, Sweet ObseSsion
rocked the house bringing the audience to its feet again and again. The
awe - inspiring performance impresseQ Moore, who called Charles
Huggins, head of Hush Productions
(her management firm whose other
clients include top recording artists
such as Freddie Jackson, Najee and
~or~e MD's) to urge their immediate
s1gmng.
Sweet Obsession will introduce audiences to the ·new sound from
Detroit, a mixture of pop and R & B
as demonstrated in their debut album
on Epic records, entitled ''Sweet
Obsession.'' This album is a combination of dance up-tempo tunes
anc;l slower mellow tunes.
' ·Sweet Obsession's sound is both
' fresh, young and sensual. They are a
cross between the Mary Jane Girls
and Expose' .
Theii firSt singJe, ''Gonna Get
Over You,'' is currently getting
airplay __from the variow radio stations in the area. It is defmitely big
hit material. Its funky beat makes
you sing the song well after the song
1s over.
The Second slngle ''React'' has the potential of becoming a big hit. It has
unique musical and vocal arrangements which gives it a mellow,
eas;,:-listenina sound!
·1he songs ''Being in Love Ain't
Easy,' and "I am a Girl( The Lonely
One),' are ~a reminisCent of the girl
groups of the \96Qs,
Sweet Obsession is a lovely new addition to the music industry. If Sweet
Obsession keeps their intriguing
mystical scent as shown throughout
their debut album, they will always
smell as sweet as a rose.
~weet O.bsession is a,vailable on
all.,.,.,..'°,
.:ompact discs,
.
. and cassettes .

'
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Editorials
'New' bu~~s, . old sham

•

~

..

1

Gold Line Inc. has boldly disregarded its style'' buses over the coach style ones? It's
passengers and drivers and left Howard cheaper for Gold Line.
University on the short end -of a contractual
Forget our contract, We are getting the shaft.
agreement,
;
And it's apparent that the Gold Line drivers
·The company has elected 1to replace our are too.
regular coaches with antiquated, uncomforGold line is notoriously unfair to their
table "Metro-style" buses. These buses don't drivers. Most drivers are behind the wheel
seem to provide as good a service as the others about 13 hours ·a day or about 70 hours a
did because they seat one less person and don't week. That's too much time for anybody to
have overhead room to store books. This be behind the wheel. One driver was driving
makes walking down the aisle an adventure. for 16 hours on Sunday and was asked to be
Combined with the continual state of at work at 6 A.M. on Monday!
disrepair c i District ••re~ts and drivers who
Many' of us have taken long road trips and
drive like the cab in "Who Framed Roger Rab- know what 16 hours behind the wheel feels
bit," a It ip to Sutton Plaza ·by shuttle becomes like. To do that all day, every day would be
uneces ily terrifying.
. torture, And at that point, it becomes
The :.e,v' ten-year-old buses lack power dangerous t6 the drivers, the passengers, the
steer'..: ~ and all of th•, signals are operated by .pedestrians, and other motorists.
foot pedals.
.
·
And Gold Line should know that better than
Tt::. big benefit, according to Gold Line, is . anyope. They have shown flagrant disregard
that •lie new buses have a .b ack door that Can for their drivers and passengers. So why do we
be •. j to <.!, e the crowd of people getting on still deal with these people? Why not contract
ar.:l vif the bus
out to a company that will provide the type
But many of the drivers g~rierally do not use of sevices we need?
the back door. And those who do end up
We have a contract, and having a contract
creating two swarming mobs of students at gives us specific legal rights and responeach end of the bus trying to get both in and sibilities. Among these rights is the safe, effiO'!t at the same time.
cient service we deserve. Instead of switching
So what are the .benefits of using the "Metro buses we need to switch companies.
0 ••

Welcoi;ne
back
alumni
•

•

Welcome back·to Howard, alumru,• parents,
and supporters. It's always a pleasure to see
the yard packed with old faces returning to
celebrate the Howard spirit. The pride that
most of us feel when Homecoming comes
around is clearly visible on the faces of the
students.
This is a time when most of us show our
school spirit by wearing our blue and white and
' attending social events that help break up the
grind of the semester .
Many of us have friends and relatives
visiting from other schools, and they will
witness Howard's reputation of the 'Party
Capitol of the Universe' in full swing. Bu~. it
can easily be misinterpreted by visitors that all
we do is hang out and party; this is extremely
dangerous.
·
Everyone who visits should leave with the
impression that while Howard does tlirow
some good parties, more importantly, we're
doing some very positive. things. Your friends
' do not see you 'Wher\ ;~oii 'a,re studying late at
night, nor when you·are in class struggling to
• improve your mind.

Yes, Howard students may party hard, but
this institution graduates scholars at a rate few
schools anywhere can match. It is evident that
Howard's academic contributions overwhelm
their social contributions, and many of the
alumni that you see walking on campus this
weekend can verify this.
Alumni should take notice of the ' improvements on campus and the things that
have gotten worse. The financial aid procedures are still outrageous. There is an even
worse problem with the people in the
neighborhood attacking students . And the
dorms could collapse any day now.
But on the positive side, the new Howard
Plaza is almost completed, Howard professors
are still as strong and demanding as ever, and
the athletic teams have risen from the ashes
to give us great seasons. Our school has a lot
to offer and a lot to be proud of.
We should not pat ourselves on the back just
yet; If we are going to .s!l\Y "The.Mecc.a ," we
have to make some· fondamental · interior
changes and improvemellts. But Working with
what we have, we're doing an admirable job.

Variety show unfair

'

Disorganization and a lack of proper time
allotment _m ade the 1988 Homecoming Varie·
ty Show a disappointment for viewers and
participants .
Students waited in line for hours to buy
tickets to see the performances scheduled for
the solll-out 7 p.m. show. Eventually, a 10
p.m. ,show was added.
Little did the students know at the time that
they would be cheated out of seeing several of
the acts they paid to see.
Because the timing. of the 7 p.m. show was
not monitored properly, it ran overtime and
several acts were cut completely from the
program.
The members of the audience were short·
changed. They spent their money to see their
talented friends perform but because of a
"technical problem" (an unestimated amount
of performance time), students were told that
the show had to be prematurely ended.
This wasn't fair to the audience. And to the
performers, it was an outrage. How could the

committee disrespect the participants in such
a way after they had auditioned and practiced long and hard for the show?
Each performer should have been given a
time limit and told that if he or she ran over
if, the microphone would be shut off.
·
Instead the Committee let certain acts perform unrestrained and then as 10 p.m. approached, informed the last few acts that they
were out of luck .
•
'

The second show started where the first had
ended. This meant that those performers who
didn't perform in the first show were able to
do so in the second. But that also meant that ·
some performers got to l\er(orm twice. Why
did the Committee let t~~m do this?
The judgement of the Committee leaves one
question: Did the show have a timed run? If
it did, how could this have happened?
The Committee should have had more control over the performers, not the performers .,
over the Committee.
'

---
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Letters to ·t he editor
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Please don't ignore
our responses!
Dear Editor,
I am writing in protest of the
neglect of publishing the majority of
responses . sent to the Hilltop on
behalf of the article written by D.
Bartee, the Medical School senior,
dated Sept. 23, 1988. To my
knowledge, there were approximately eight to twelve responses forwarded to the HilltoP. Somehow, only two
of them were published. Why?
It is true that not all of the opiniohs
expre'ssed by the readers on a par. ticular subject should be published
a newspaper. There must be some
selections made based on the editor's
judgement and the criteria established for screening and publishing
readers' commentaries.
·

m

Person8ny. I feel that if an editor
was courageous enough to publish a
controversial article as demonstrated
in the case of D. Bartee's opinion
about Africans in America, it is the
responsibility of the same newspaper
editor to provide enol.!&h space 1n the
paper for the readers to air their
responses.
The Hilltop, for whatever the
reason, has failed to do that. Why?
To publish only two letters out of approximately twelve commentaries
made by the readers is extremely too
low. Does it mean that the Hilltop
does not care about the majority of
opinions stated by its readers?
Perhaps the editor of the Hilltop
does not see the serious daiiger invofved in the des·t ructive opinion fictionized by D. Bartee but I am now
of a strong opinion that there are
many African-American students and
perhap$ some professors and ad-

ministrators who do not want to see
Africans at Howard .
D . Bartee's opinion, in fact, is not
the first time that African students
have been shunned by stQdents who
feel and think .that Africans are
creating problem s for them .
Although I had written a critical opinion aj:>out Bartee's article, the
Medical School senior should be
given some praise for coming publicly
with his feelings about Africans .
Even though his opinion is a hateful one and I did not like it, I still
give my respect to D . Bartee for be·ing lionhearted. I would rather
befriend those who made their feelings known to me than individuals
who conceal their thoughts from me.
These individuals are extremely more
dangerous than D. Bartee.

Amechi Njokanma.

Gradualte School of Arts and Sciences

'

'

·A Burger King whopp.e r

Editor-in-Chief
Suzanne C. Alexander

•

' Students in the School of Business aQd
Public Adrninstiation should take strong heed
to the ' uit filed this week by twelve minprity
Burger King franchise operators against the
parent company. It is a classic example of the
subtle racism still in existance in corporate
America.
.
According to the $500 million cll!Ss action
suit, Burger King steered the AfricanAmeric<Ul store owners into inferior locations
and then charged them tlfice as much as the
white run franchises for their facilities.
The suit goes on to say that the chain had
acted ''deliberately, maliciously, and anticompetitively" during the last eight years and
has driven African-American Burger King
owners out of business.
· The ominous thing about all of this is that
five years ago Burger King entered into a cove'Jtant with Operation PUSH, the Chicago based civil rights organization. They pledged in
- writing, to increase the number of Afric~n
American Burger King franchises and to insure their success.
. After doing S?, they exhibite~ a disgusting
disregard for thetr Afncan-Alnencan franchise
owners:
,
One minority o ... ncr bought ,;i Burger King

in Pennsylv;tnia for $500,000 only to discover_
Lllctt tne same franchise had been ofl·erect tO
white franchisers for $200,000. To take it even
further, after the sale was completed, Burger
King opened two new franchises within two
miles of the African-American-owned franchise. These new franchises, in violation of
Burger King policy, hired all the white workers
who were _employed by the original store.
All Burger ·King officials could say is that
since signing the agreeement with PUSH five
years ago, they have increased the number of
African-American owned franchises by 1.4
percent.
Minorities would be foolish to spend hardearned money on a corporation with a flagrant
disregard for African-American businesses.
What are the teachers and administrators in
the School of Business and Public Administration doing about this situation? Are they'
teaching their students to expect discrimination and racism, or are ·they lulling them to
sleep with the worn-out argument that "If you
work hard, you will succeed?''
.
Don't sleep, business students. Commit
yourselves to bemg better than your white
counterparts and struggle to eradicate racism
from the corporate world and -our society.

Managing Editor
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Financial aid: the waiting game
Kenyan bonds
'
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·Derrick Payne and
Sean William's

Michelle Miller

·-

0

,

•

In the firSt week of April, I turned in my financial aid application, my

-'

FAF and my GSL. It is halfway
t!;lrough October now and my GSL
application has yet to be touched.
.. Printed on the application it says,
''Please allow four to six weeks for
processing. " .-.S o why does it take so
much longer if you go to Howard?
How would you feel if you went to
your bank in April an.d dewsited a
check for a large.sum of.money and
six. months later it had not yet been
credited to your account? What if
you then went to the. bank and so- .
meone told you''We haven't gotten
to it yet, baby, come back next
week?'' How soon would you start
looking for a new bank?
Has' any student out there ever
tried to hand in an assignment five
months late'? Can you imagine working for a major corporation, being
given an extremely important project
and a four to six week deadline, and
telling your boss ~ive months later,''
·It's not ready yeti, baby, come back
next week: •• HOw long would you
hold that iob?
- -

Call me oversensitive, but over
the pa.St few months since my
return from a semester abroad in
Kenya (East Africa that is) I've
been flooded with questions about
the trip. And boy have some of
them been doozies.
What are the questions? We
can start in the general order that
they are asked beginning with
''How was Africa?'' Granted, not
everyone knew the specific coun-

try I was going to, although
through my experience very few
people have mixed up Spain with

France or England with Italy when

·
jobs? Five people who worked forty
hours per week with each doing ten
forms per houo.would be able to process 48,000 forms in six months! And
o_µr staff still isn'.t finished with them!
Every student should have been .a ble
to have their aid procesed Uiree. times
by now! So what do they de_:> .•n the
A-building all day? .In add1~1on to
smoking cigarettes, reading
Essence, and talking about who got
down with Who on ''All My
Children,'' somebody should get
some work done.
So why do we sit around and watch
What is it that their boss is d~ing?
adults in the administrition building If he or she gives a worker a pile of
take six months with an application forms to be processed by the Cnd of
that should take no longer than six May, and that worker isn't finished
weeks? We studerits are inexcusabl~·- yet in October, what does that say
iOlerail.t of peopfe whO are not-doing about their managerial skills'?
their job.
So here's what we should do. Let's
What do these ,people do all day take over the Administration building
when they're supposedly doin~ their on a payday, and get attitudes when

•

U.S. must lead

1n

.
'
t'en greater battle with our brothers
and sisters in southern Africa. The
racial strife I just described in this
country is only an echo of the pain
and suffering in southern Africa
•
which has been part of the history of
Not that long ago, race relations in
those countries for centuries.
t·he United States were in a violent
For more than a hundred years,
turmoil. Local sheriffs and police ofblack South Africans have been
ficers jailed and beat black people
repressed by the racist governrilcnfuf
who only wanted the right to have a
South Africa. Twenty-five million
voice in government through their
blacks, Asians, and mixed races are
votes . Many blacks died because they
under the control of four million
believed they had a right to eat in the
whites. They can not move about as
same restaurants, shop in the same
whites do; they are banished to
stores,
live
in
the
same
poverty-stricken areasj they cannot
neighborhoods, and work in the same vote; and they are beaten, tortured,
companies as white people.
and jailed. This sounds all too
For many young blacks, those days
familiar.
seem.very distant and almost unreal.
But, just like blacks in· this counDuring the past 25 years, civil rights try, these methods of terror have not
laws, fair housing laws, equal educa- , been enough to keep blacks down in
tion laws, and wage protection laws South Africa. 'fhey have stood up to
have been passed. klearts have been· protest apartheid. Blacks and whites
opened, and long-held beliefs have in this country have stood up as well
been challenged, even in states like to protest apartheid. In 1986 ConMississippi, whe"re at one time no one gress passed legislation requiring
would have ever thought a black man South Africa to end its system of
like myself would be elected to the apartheid. But, none of the condiU.S. Congress.
tions outlined in the legislation have
America has changed because we been met, and the Administration iglive in a country that despite its nores the law and threatens to veto
weaknesses .and failings, is b::lsed in the new sanction bill. We know that
the belief that all men and women weak economic sanctions can be cirhave rights: life, liberty, and the pur- cumvented
and
have
been
suit of happiness . Though this coun- circumvented.
try's leaders tried for decades to
We must all give full support to the
justify the denial of these rights to sanctions bill being considered by
black people, they have to finally give Congress because it represents a
it up, because your parents, my means to dismantle the South African
parents, our grandparents said, no ·apartheid syste"ms. Clearly, the Admore.
.
ministration's policy of constructive
Though certainly, our struggle here engagement has failed because the
at home is not over , we now ff ce an South African government has not

referring to Europe. But we'll let
'that one slide.
Immediately following is, ''Did
--~~
/
you see lots of animals'?'' Did I see
they want their paychecks. I can't
should students rush to turn in a form
lots of animals! As if I went all the
wait to say 1 •Baby, your check isii't
if it isn't going to be processed for
way to Kenya to ~ee lots of
on the computer yet. You've got to
months and months? Even if
animals when I could have gone to
go see Mrs. Berryhill and she won't
everybody that applied for financial
the National Zoo to *e the same
be back until Thursday."
aid turned in their form late, filled . ones for a whole lot less trouble.
Can you imagine what would hapwith mistakes, six months later it
Well yes, I saw ·tots of wild
pen, if they had to stand in.J.ine to see
shoulct be processed. Ask any bank ! animals but they weren't roaming
if they were in the rght line to get officer who handles GSL's what it's the streets of Nairobi or any of the
like dealing with the financial aid oftheir paycheck? Or.stand ~ound and
other cities, towns, or villages I
fice at Howard.
watch us talk.about our bad new skirt
visited. I had to go far from
Those students who have met the
while they waited in line {or three
civilization to catch a glimpse of
hours? Or listen to us sa"y ''your- deadlines and criteria should not have
these majestic creatures. But once
to go hungry while a GSL that they
paycheck isn't on the computer yet.
again, I guess that one could be
will eventually have to repay sits in- excused.
You employees cause so many pro· blems for yourselves. Go see ' the financial aid offic~. I realize that
Then there is, ''Do they believe
my application probably just went to
Dr .Anderson between 12:00 and
in bathing?'' Well, contrary to
the bottom of the pile for writing
12:05."
popular belief Kenyans of most
Perhaps all of us should realize
this, but somebody has to come
tribes and ethnic groups re,alize the
correct!
that their inefficient processing is
significance of cleanliness. But .
costing all of us a lot of money. Adwhen water is as scarce as it is in
mittedly a large part of the blame lies Derrick Payne and Sean Williams are
some areas, full baths are hardly
on the students for not meeting seniors in the College of Liberal Arts
top priority.
.
de'acllines and procedures. But why and School of Business and Public AdWhen I was in rural Kenya helpministration respectively.
··ing a community build an irrigation system, I got a half-basin of
water about the size of a bathroom
sink to wash the tons of dirt and
sweat that had accumulated from
a day's work in the hot sun.
I hope no one questions my
,
,ideals of cleanliness, but :hey, you
have to make do with what you

Congressman
Mike Espy

1

apartheid fight

met any of the criteria for significant
progress toward ending apartheid. In
fact, the situation has worsened.
South Africa has increased its
destabilization of the entire area with
its illegal occupation of Namibia, its
support for insurgencies in Mozambique, Zimbabwe, and Angola, and
its raids into Botswana, Swaziland,
and Zambia. The U.S. government
can no longer cast a passing glance
at South Africa while its government
continues its systematic suppression
of blacks and minorities. We must
prove that America's opposition to
South Africa's racism is not superficial, but real. Passage of the sanctions bill is a beginning.
We have been appalled by the
y~lence, by the extension of the state
of emergency which has hidden much
of the brutality, but we have been
most appalled by the treatment of
children: of 30,000 people detained
since 1985 alone, more than 8,00Q are
children.
In an effort to show solidarity with
the children of South Africa and to
show solidarity with courageous people of all races in South Africa, Con- .
gressman Charles Hayes of Jllinois
recently introdueled a resolution
declaring June 16, 1988, as ''Soweto
Remembrance Day'' to call on
American citi:iens to participate in
local activities designed to commemorate "the martyrs of Soweto and
to work··toward ending support for
the system of apartheid.
I co-sponsored this resolution,
along with many other members of
Cpngress, so we will not forget the
day in 1976 when more than 1,000
children were brutally murdered by

have and not complain. And that's

the South African police in the . the situation with many Kenyans.
township of Sowetor. These children ·
The questions that follow ring
committed no crime. They simply
to this tune: ''Did you drink the
wanted to be educated in their native
water?,'' followed by ''What was
language.
there to eat?,'' ''How big are the
Twelve years later, South African . bugs'?.'' and my all-time favorite,
parents continue to agonize over the
''You didn't catch anything over
problems of raising children in a
there, did you'?''
deeply divided and violent, racist
I'm sure that to some of you
society. According to the·Rev. Frank
I'm being a bit ridiculous. ''What
Chikane, general secretary of the
right does she have to tell us that
South African Council of Churches,
we are asking the wrong questions
''They find themselves either conwhen she asked those same ones
fronting the system or running away
before'?''
from tear gas and bullets. For these
Well, you're right, I don't have
children, violence has become a
much right but I asked some of
lifestyle, leaving still undetermined
those same questions at one time,
emotional scars.''
and believe me, you don't want to
This is no way to live. Clearly, the
get the response I did.
aim of the rebels and the government
Think about it. How many
of South Africa is to create a weakened and dispirited people in all of
s.outhern Africa. South Africa must
do away with any threats from its
neighbors, so they export their terrorism into the countries of southern
Africa.
The apartheid system and its continued denial of basic human rights
and freedoms to the 25 million black
majority population of South Africa
offends the sensibilities of freedom
loving people everywhere. It is repugnant to the ideals which our Nation's
founders embraced in our Declaration of Independence, Constitution,
and Bill of Rights. If we in this coun1try embrace such treatment of other
citizens, 'W.C as well should be
condemned.

times has someone asked. ' 1 H0'1f
do black people wash their haiJ7''
or ''Do black...people have tails'?''

Well, maybe it has not happened
tO you personally but I'm sure
you've heard of someone asking
someone you know. It sounds
outrageous but it docs still happen. How does it make you feel?
We hold a much closer experience with Kenyans and
Africans in general ~ban we might
think. But we are pushed farther
apart each day by the stereotypes
and negative images that,we pick

up from books, television and in ·
the movies.
Make no mistake, poverty,
disease, and hopelessness do exist
in Kenya, much like they do here.

But there are some positive attributes to consider as well.
Kenya is best known for the
beauty and abundance of· its
wildlife.and 'Countryside, but quite
often its dozens of cultures are
overlooked.
Civilization existed in Kenya
long prior to the coming of Europeans. Coastal Kenyans, mainly
the Swahili, had achieve a
remarkable system of irrigation
and trade befor the British Empire
was even a twinkle in anyone's
eye.

Although colonialism has done
its deed, the people are struggling -·
to retain their dignity and their
heritage. Here ·~e share a common ·
ground. Black Africans are in
power, but much like some P.Oliticians here, they are not utilizing

that power_to_uplift the poor and
discouraged.

Although the majority of Kenyans are black, whites remain the
privileged few. Their ways, their
habits, their likes and dislikes are
the acceptable norms.
It would be hard to believe that
someone had been taught to look
down on his own cultur,e in his
own environment, but we are all
living examples.
But despite those blemishes,
there are those who have stood up
and taken pride in their history
and heritage- artists who struggle to maintain artistic integrity
against the lure of tourist money,
teachers who teach the African
perspective, and leaders who lead
for the sole gratification of making a contribution.
....yes. we share much closer tie
than We tbink : k.en)'a offerS 8 lOt.
Africa Olfers a lot. And We should

a

all take advantage of the opportunity. It's something that we
should all experienCe to gain a
broader perspective, a sense of self
and a genuine sensitivity to t_he
world around us.

So there it is. That's the way I
see it. Any more questions'?

Michelle Miller is a senior in the

School of Communications

fJ
0

-

Congressman Mike E:spy, 2nd District,

Mississippi, is a Howard University
alumnus.

•
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'Black Power' means self-rule
'

Ras Ba.raka
What is black Power, or what is
power in general? Power is one's
ability to exert his will, if not over
others, over himself. God gave man
the ability to exert his will over the
entire universe. He gave man the
ability to reign supreme over the
earth and the elemental forces of the
universe. When one man has been
denied, or suppressed to a position
where he is unable to do what God
himself has given him the right to do,
major conflict erupts.
Historically the black man has
been put in a position where he has
been denied, suppressed, oppressed,
and down right treated with no
rCspect. He has first been enslaved.
His religion taken and alt{!red . His ·
mathematics, sciences etc. stolen and
poisoned. He has been pushed all
over the world to be enslaved. The
mother of civilization, he has been
reputiated, disrespected, stepped on,
and raped. The black man has been
Jim Crowed, denied education, lynched, denied justice, and reduced to
1hfee--111·ths 01 a inan; the level of an

•

animal.
, What happens when a nation that
was so great has been reduced to
dust? They must be reborn. As they
were.created originally from dust, so
shall they rise again.
.
Black power becomes an idea that
is great and drCadful . It is great to
some while dreadful for others. It is
dreadful to those people who spent
most of their historical lives struggling, dying, building, killing, exploiting and destroying to raise their
·people to a position ot· supremacy.
They didn't want to be supreme over

earth, but the earth and her people.

beneficial to a national group. Black
power is Afro-American history,
African history, realistic world
history, Islam Arabic-African

religion and languages, and black
arts, past and contemporary.
Black power becomes the alternative for white rule. It is our time
to rule, we have been slaves for hundreds of years. We must now stand
up like men, walk like men, but think

like Gods. We must have the ability
to control not to destroy, but to further the progress of civilization.
Black people have always been the
base for all movements that recognize
the fact that the black man has the
ability and must be given the chance
to lead. All movements whether integrated or not, the black man has
always been out in the streets,

They wanted to rule all as God
himself.
This is directly opposed to what
God suggested for man to do. What
person would try to refuse the laws
of God? Here is a man that fights fighting, jailed, and killed. We must
with God himself, that refutes all recognize our ability, our position
moral laws. What kind of man is . and take the power that God has
that?
given us and use it in the betterment
Black Power, what is it? Black or for the revolution of the world!
power must be the total reflection of
The world now under the white
black people. Black power must not man's rule is decaying and on the way
, be white power. It must not be the the to death. The water is no good, the
exact same ruthless ideals replaced by ozone layer is being destroyed, and
a black force. Black power is absolute there are all kinds of diseases and
control of resources that · are

wars. Sex has become oUtrageously ·
misinterpreted, the religion has been
infiltrated, the mind has been in'
filtrated and unless someone acts
fast, the world is· on the brink of
. destruction.
As in the times of Noah when
destruction cam_e, people were mak:.
the audience booed him. Carl went
in& merry. Will you, at a time of
on with the show and it seemed the
destruction, be at a Phat Booty conR~
people who once ~ him now
test? ~hether you are a separatist, incheered him on. He made an· jm-tegrationist, communist, so9ialist,
pressive performance and brqlight
Christian, Muslim or other, you must
the house down.
realize your potential and· join
I am a new student at Howard, but
Carl won, most likely because of
together on the basis of your for many years my fannly has par- the reaction of the audience while he
dissatisfaction and take control.
ticipated in Homecoming festivities. was performing. When Carl came
Control yourselves and lead the It has always been my impression that - back out on stage he was booed
world into progression. A lot of peo- Homecoming was a ce!ebration of again.
ple might disagree with what I said, the Howard commuruty, current
The people in the audience were "
but think, the white man has led the students inclu~ed. 1 fear I was wrong. wrong. They booed other acts and
world for years. He had his chance,
<;art i;ayne is a student at How~d . showed a total disrespeCt for the perwhy can't we1 We must not rule to Uruver~1ty. H~ cam~ to Howard w1t.h formerS' feelings. This show of .. ·
oppress but to free ourselves and ~ne strike ~a1nst hun. (At least this hypocracy was appalling. To see the
others. ''The house is on ftre and here is the .w~y tt seems). Many pe~ple students act this way. wu sad. We are
comes a masked fireman; wait a have rtdtculed Carl because he ts a supposed to be celebrating Howard
minute, that's not a mask, that's a former member of the Cosby. Show_ and instead, we are just putting Ca.ch
black man !!!!
cast. They want to keep his ego other down.
down.
-~~--~~~~~~~~~~
.
.
.
ThiS feeling was apparentefter the
·
.
. .
.. Ras Baraka is DJUn!or 111 thf! College Homecoming Lipsinc Show. When 'Jhe wnier ,,, a senior ma.1onng m

Boos in bad taste
V. Graves

of Liberal Arts

. Carl was called on stage, members o•

•
•

I
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political science.
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Basketball team prepares
for challenging se~son
By James Walker
Hilltop Staff Reporter

JASON
B. JoltNsoN

What,
again?
Once again, the phrase
''quarterback controversy'' has '
crept into the vocabulary of the
Washington Redskins fans, thanks
to the press.
Read an edition of The
Washington Post or The
Washington Times; watch one of .
the many television football talk
shows and count how many times

the questions, ''Who do you like
in the pocket best?'' or ''How
long do you think you'll be in this

position?'' are asked.
Doug Williams was placed on
injured reserve when he suffered

from appendicitis, which required
emergency surgery. He has nlissed the Redskins last five games.
His backup, Mark Rypien, has
come in and done his job, very
well.
In five games Rypien, has

become the league's top rated

,

passer. His 12 touchdown passes
have him tied for third best in the
National Football League, with
Neil Lomax and Bobby Hebert
and behind Boomer Esiason and
Jim Everett. All those quarterbacks have played in two more
games, and thrown at least 68
more passes than Rypien.
Joe Gibbs has made it clear that
Rypien will start and Williams will
be reactivated 'as a backup this
Sunday against the Green Bay
Packers.
Mark Rypien is not Jay
Schroeder!
He has said repeatedly that he
will do whateVer is required ..of
·.him ' " he ·hldiSi!lf
lrli\; , ~ai'll that
.
Williams should movt!' lfttO" the
starting line-up should his own
performance falter.
Williams, meanwhile, has given
nothing but support and praise to
his replacement, and coach Gibbs'
strategy.
''If I were Joe Gibbs and in his
situation, I would do the same
thing,'' Williams said, ''It just so
hapens"the media plays it up bigger than it is. I was sitting at home
thinking about it today, and it
seems like I'm the only one who
always ends up in a quarterback
controversy. I wonder why.''
Why, indeed.
In the first controversy, the fact
that Williams is an AfricanAmerican overwhelmed the press
and white fans; last year Williams
was asked by one reporter if he
had always been a ''black quarterback.''
It's time the press stopped letting Doug Williams' color cloud
their coverage of him. If he were
a Joe 'Thiesman or Joe Montana
he
and his teammates
would not be questioned about
starting a game after having maJOr surger.y.

.

Div. I-AA
FOOTBALL
1. l'{orth Texas
2. Western Illinois
3. Marshall
4. Idaho
5. Western Kentucky
6. Oeotfiia Southern
7. Lafayette
8. Nevada-Reno
9. Middle Tenn. State.
10. Furman, S.C.
11. Stephen F. Austin
12. Montana
13 . App·ala~hian State.
14. Delaware
15. Eastern Kentucky
16. Northwestern, La
17. Jackson State
(tie) William and Mary
19. Grambling
20. Villanova

•

Hilltop
Sports
meeting,
Monday
at 4 p.m.
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Bison's speedy tailback# Fred Kiiiings, runs for extra yardage against purSuing defenden.

··--·photo bY David Embden

Bison s_e t for Agg.ie encounter
By Darren Price
Hilltop StaffvReporter

The Howard Bison will be playing
with their backs against the wall in
Saturday's Homecoming game
against the North Carolina A&T Aggies, at Green Stadium.
After a 35-21 victory over,Virginia
State last weekend, the Bison will try
to keep alive their dream of repeating
as Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
Champions.
This is an important game for both
'the Bison and the Aggies, the winner
of the game will remain in contention ·
for the MEAC championship. The
Bison are in fifth place with a record
of 2-1 in the MEAC, 2-5 overall.
The Aggies ate coming off of a
45-10 loss to Western Carolina last
weekend and hope to spoil Howard's
homecoming. They also hope to
avenge a 34- 2~ loss to the Bison last
year in Greensboro, N.C ..
This game is not an ordinary match
up. This is one of several important
cont~t-"ence games in which the Bison
will 0e tested. For Head Coach Willie
Jeffries, it is a game in which he will
find out what type of team he has.
Offensively, the team is showing
signs of maturity. Jeffries is sticking
with the option offense, but is also
beginning · to mix up more plays;
moving towards a more balanced
game plan. They are gradually throwing the ball more to tight end Jimmie
Johnson and wide receiver Derrick
Faison. Against Virginia State,
Faison caught a 67-yard pass and
Johnson a one-yarder.
So far, Faison leads the team with
12 receptions for 379 yards and five
touchdowns, while Johnson follows
with 15 catches for 252 yards and five
touchdowns.
__ _
- ••Mixliig the offense up has caused some teams a lot of problems,"
said wide receiver John Javis who has
been hampered in past games with
neck and back injuries.
''I'm happy that we're getting t~e
ball in the air a little more,'' said
Javis .

Biso ·n
prevail

One reason for the increasiiigly
balanced offense is quarterback Lee
DeBose who leads the team with 70
rushes for 396 yards; however, his
passing game has become an increasing threat to opponents. He has completed 41 of 86 passes for 851 yards
and 13 touchdowns.
The running game is as solid as
usual with tailback Fred Killings continuing his bid for a 1,000 yard'
season. He leads Division 1-AA in
rushing with 891 yards on 140 carries
and five touchdowns.

By Scott McClenney
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Building on a six-point halftime
lead, the Howard University Bison
went on to defeat Virginia State
34-21 last Saturday at the Trojan's
Rogers Stadium in Petersburg,

Ya.

The victory leaves Howard tied
for first place in the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference along with
South Carolina State.
Kicker Gary Mossop opened the
scoring with a 28-yard field goal,
nine minutes into the first half.
The Bison's ability to convert on
scoring opportunities and to defend their lead was probably the
difference between this game and
last week's heartbreaking loss to
Towson State.
Tailback Fred Killings scored
Howard's first touchdown on a
five-yard run, running in on an
option pitch from quarterback Lee
DeBose. Killings led all Bison
sPe, T.roj&ns, page B'L

Redshirt freshman running back,
James •• J J'' Carpenter is slowly
becoming a big Bison behind Killings.
He has rushed for 231 yards on 41
carries and one touchdown.
Although the Aggies are a young 1
football team, they hope to stop
Howard's offense. Linebackers Mike
Leathers and Demetrius Harrison are
the key players that hope to do that
job. Leathers is the MEAC's leading
tackler with 27 solo and 46 assisted.
He averages 10 tackles a game. Har1
rison follows not far behind with 23
solo's and 35 assisted tackles.
He
•
averages eight a game.
Since the beginning of the season
the Bison def;J1sive...!Jnit has been ·
troubled with injuries. and has not
had the opportunity t01>lay together ~-==-----------.
consistantly.
Jeffries has been concerned about
.
the lack of defensive cohesion but
sees it improving as the Bison take on
tougher opponents. He said that he
is pleased that the t'e am has bee11
decreasing the number of mistakes
and penalties made during gaI_11e~: _
With key players like senior defen1. Central State University
sive back Willie Johnson sidelined for
2. Winston-Salem State
3. Howard University
the season, and Thomas Jones still
recovering from inj-Ury, the Bison
4. Jackson State
have been forced to look to younger
5. Bowie State
and less experienced players to help
6. Grambling State
in crucial situations. Jeffries said that
8. Florida A&M
although the younger pl_ayers have
7. Albany State
9. N.C. Central
•
10. Southern University
see Aggies, page 87

Togc!themess, hardwork and lots
of surprises all describe the upcoming men's basketball season scheduled to open Nov. 11 against the
Czechoslovakian national team.
''I am excited ti.bout this year our
theme is togetherness,'' said Coach
A.B. Williamson now entering his
14th season as head coach with a
224-143 win-loss record .
''We have about 22 kids, with a lot
of youth, but if we stick together and
work hard we will surprise a lot of
people,'' the coach added .
The team began practice last week
and the Bisons seem ready as ever for
the same busy schedule as usual.
Surprisingly, enough, the men are ·
predicted to finish in last place this
year due to a loss of 11 players over
the last two years .
The team this year will be without
the likes of star players such as
George Hamilton, who led the team
in scoring, and the brothers of
Howard and John Spencer.
Although the Bison finished 17·13
last year, losing 67-62 in the MEAC
playoff semi-final, Williamson still
insists that the team has a lot to look
forward to and will surprise
a lot of people.
''This is the first time in all my
years here that we haven't been picked to finish in first or second place,"
said Williamson from his office surrounding with past trophies, awards,
and pictures of former Howard
players.
·
''I can't see anything ahead for the
team, but a good year, pre-season
polls mean nothing but incentive too
wo.--rk hard when picked low,'' he

-

added.
· Williamson pointed out that with
k#. freshmen recruits such as guard
Milton Brynum and ·guard Nykee
McCoy, whose brother plays for the
University of Maryland, the team will
have a lot to offer Howard fans.
Captain Chuck Smalley will also be'
returning along with expe1ienccd Guy
Owens to lead the team on the way.
Although, still with a few players
returning and a.good crop of recruits,
Williamson still1has not decided who
will be in his starting line-up.
''We have been holding very com·
petitive practices to see who will get
what positions, 11 urged· the coach,
''they have too prove themselves to
get a position. 11
Smalley said the youth of the team
doesn't worry him a bit.
,
1
''We have a young team indeed~
but through toketherness and teamwork we'll do 1all right," said the
Captain who is ,the only senior on the
team.
''Coach recruited a good ball club
with Milton and NyKee, they can
both shoot the ball very well,'' he
added.
Smalley then warned that bec:ause
it his last year he will be giving his all
to win.
"An NCAA playoff birth is my
mission,'' he acknowledged, I'm going . all out to fulfill that mission,
whatever it takes."
When asked about opening against
the Czechoslovakian t~ Smalley
replied, ''I'm thrilled and excited.
''I just hope the fans will give us
the support we need:'' s1udents here
sometimes seem to come to b.a sketball games like, it's a fashion show,
he -added. ''But we need their loyal
support.''

BLACK
SHERIDAN
POLL

-

photo by David Embden

Basketball players ready for approachin9 season
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WEINER'S
Fine Wine U Spirits

'

2200 Georgia Avenue, NW
(Across lrom the Howard
Inn)
'

Homecoming
Beer Special!!

F~m left~ students Keilan Reese and Martin Middleton enjoy a game of table tennis.

Jntramurals nestled away in rec center
By Phillip D. Suggs
Hilltop Staff Reporter

There's one place on campus where
students can bowl, play pool, table
tennis, and participate in tournaments and league competitions.
The Armour J. Blackbum University Center.
Howard students are not aware of
the activities they can participate
through the recreational center, according to William Coward, assistant
director opf recreational activitie~.
Coward, said that in order · to
become involved with these activities
students should go to the recreational
center located in the basement of the
Blackburn Center and examine the
bulletin board across from the
elevator for a listing of events, and
schedules of various activities.
Along with pool tables and video
Pf"e&, atudeots, faculty. and ataff

can bowl, play tennis, chess and tabl~
soccer.
,
'
Foithose students who think they
have acquired enough skills or even
mastered a particular game, there are
many leagues and tOurnaments in
which they can enter and compete.
During the fall, the recreational
center offers a tennis tournament, a
flag football league, a volleyball
league, across city run and abowling
league. Also offered are tournaments
in billiards, table tennis and table
soccer.
The leagues offer mixed leagues of
males and females, but there are
men's and women's divisions for
tournament play. Coward said ·that
this year for the first time, there are
enough females to form a women 's
billiard Ieaaue.
Coward said that presently there
are not enouah advertisements to let

.

I

students knoW about the various activities in the recreational center.
''We need more publicity to let a
greater number of students know
about _activities,''
Coward
commented.
Coward gave credit to the Campus
Pals organization for making incoming freshmen and other new entrants
aware of what is offered in the recreational center.
The Campus Pals sponsor a
''Welcome to Freshman and New
Students'' night which is ~eld ~h
year. Coward said that this acttVlty
introduces new students to the games
and intramural activities of the
center.
Coward also mentioned that the
center is accessible to students interested in sched11ling tournaments,
or formin~ new l~cs.

I

CORONA ..•....•.•••.• $16.99 tx
HEINEKEN •..•..••.•• $14.99 tx
MICHELOB ••....••..• $11.99 tx
MILLER &
MILLER LIGHT (cans) $10.49 tx
SCHLITZ BULL (cans) 10.99 tx
.

SALE THRU 10/22/88
with THIS coupon!!
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' entering a ACU-1
Last year after

Intramurals

table tennis campus tournament,
Harold Wilson, a senior m"&joring in
physical therapy, went on to represent Howard at a national tourna-

Com e to the GRE Forum to meet deans and other key
representatives from 100 top graduate schools. Find out
about their programs, financial aid and the GR!! tests. All
for the $3.00 admission and the price of a cup of coffee.
Workshop Schedule
Admissions and Financial Aid

!0,30· 11:30

Biological. Health and Physical
Sciences • Education and
Humanities

11 .40-12:20

Issues Facing Returning Students

12:30-1:30

GREGeneral and Subject Test Prep

1:40·2:20"

Minorities in Graduate Education

2:30·3:30

Computer Science. Engineering and
Math • Economics. Psychology
and other Social Sciences

No advance registration required.
Registration begins at 8:30.
Oc1ober 22
Washington, b.C.
Capital Hilton .
16th & K Streets, NW

•

thern Michigan. Wilson won second
place honors and received a plaque in
the Men's Table Tennis competition.
One student whom Coward mentioned was Travis Parker.
''Travis epitomizes the type of;
student-with positive . attitude and
behavior-that they are promoting, I I
said Coward.
.
Parker, in the past four years, has
participated in eight billiard tournaments. Out of those eight, he has
won six frrst place.trophies and one
third place trophy. Travis said he
decided to enter his first pool tournament as a lark.

-

College
Unions-lnteinational
tournaments.
ACU-1 is comprised of,hundreds

of colleges and universities across the
country and around the world. Only
students with a cummulative grade
point average of 2.0 or better can
compete in these activities. '
After entering an ACU-1 tournament on campus, the winners may
then represent Howard at regional,
followed by national competitions.

''We're herC to heip the stUdents if

9:00· IO:OO

they want to participate,•• Coward

"I thought, let me try my luck, and
maybe I'll get a third place trophy, ' '

added.
Most tournaments and intramural

. .

.

Mid-Eastern Athletic. Conference. .

said Travis.
Parker also pointed out that the
so that students may have the opportunity to get out of classes and get friendly competition that goes on at
prepared before corning to the recrea- the center.
'The reward for the tournament is
tional center.
·
There are two major types of tour- 'a trophy rather than "money.''·
Coward, who also deals in stress
naments sponsored by the Blackburn
Center. Universtiy tournaments are management, said he encourages
tournaments where students who win ' everyone to come down to the recreaare
recognized
for
their 'tional center to relieve themselves
achievements, and the Association of from the pressures of the daily grind.

Florida A&M Uiliversity
Bethune Cookman College

.

j

School

1~

to choose from-all subtects

Or6er Ca~alog Today with. Vi$a/MC

Of

COO

800-351-0222
in Call!. 1213) • 77-8226
Or, rush $2.00 10: ReH1r<:h Aul1t1nce
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South Carolina State
'
North Carolina A&T
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Deliaware State
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Morgan State
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seconds remaining in th~ ~first

Trojans

quarter when quarterback Tim
Elliott threw . an 11-yard
touchdown strike to wide receiver
Sam Cooper, cutting the lead to

continued from page

86
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backs with 122 yards on 25 rushes.
Wide receiver Derrick Faison
led all receivers with 91 yards on
two receptions . The Bison gained
147 total passing yards; between
receptions from F<:J.ison , t ight end
Jimmie Johnson and wide receiver
Charles Lamback.
Senior Tony Mack ran for 34
yards on seven carries. Backfield
runners James Carpenter, Ramsey

RESEARCH PAPERS

Forum

the Cou ncil ofGraduate Schools.

Overall
2-1-0

WLT
1 .P 0
110
•

activities do not begin until 4 p.m.,

GRE/CGS
Graduate ·

Fo r mo re information call GRE

MEAC STANDINGS

·ment, held at the University of Nor-

continued from paae B6

The coffee is 75¢, but the
infotmation .is priceless..

'

11322 Idaho Ave. l20&SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025

and backup quarterback Donald

Custom research also available- all levels

Carr combined for 54 rushing
yards . .
VirRinia State scored with 1:02

10-7 Howard.
In the final 10 seconds of the
quarter DeBose, who completed 7
of 14 passes for 148 yards and one
interception, threw a 67-yard
touchdown pass to Faison. At the
6:40 mark of the second quarter
Virginia State scored on a threeyard touchdown run by James
Hamilton, leaving the halftime
score 17-14 Howard.
The Bison dominated the scor-

ing in the second half, chalking up

17 points compared to only seven
by Virginia State. Howard swelled its 210.total first half yards to ·
I a total of 403 for the day.

The 5,100 fans in attendance
witnessed powerful i:lefe'nsive action a s the Bison defenders
delivered crunching tackles and
outstanding defensive stands to
shut down most·of State'·s scoring
drives.

•

The Bison added a 31-yard
Mossop field goal early in third
quarter. Momentum continued to ..

roll Howard's way in the fmal

•
quarter.
At 14:56 seconds of the fourth
quarter, Johnson caught a one
yard DeBose touchdown pass.
Johnson led all Howard receivers
with 4 ·catches for a total of 45

yards. DeBose added a touchdown
of his own at the 6:27 mark of the
quarter, with a five yard scamper.
DeBose rushed for a total of 61
yards on eight carries, his longest
was for 22 yards .
The final period proved to be

..

_tOR ..lit,!Le. !Oo... t~~~ . 1~9r.,Yir.8Wi•

. State1 as ithey•managed-only.·one
touchdowri in the final seconds on

a nine ya1" run:Wy Elliott.

Aggies

Ahh,the rewards
ofhigher education on
ThePanAm Shuttle.

•

continued from page 86
With key players like senior defensive back Willie Johnson sidelined for
the season, and Thomas Jones still
recovering from injury, the Bison
have been forced to look to younger
and less experienced players to help
in crucial sitµations. Jeffries said that
although the younger players have

-

'

00

helped, he still would prefer to have
his starters healthy .
'1~t'! ?elpin~_ us in the years to
come,' ' smd Jei.tr1es . '' The gooa
thing is that they are getting experience. They are playing well
en6ugh for us to stay in the game and
win.''
As the Bison enter into the second

•

half of the season, they are looking
to strengthen the defense, with emphasis on developing defensive
leadership.

Linebacker Marty Graves and
defensive tackle James Moore are
•

players that may fill the shoes of
leadership on defense. Graves whe

has 37 solo tackles and 17 assisted so
•

The Pan Am Shuttk introduces
terrif1e Student Shuttk Savers,"'

through June 25 , I989.
They are non-transferable, and you
must present the complete book for each
trip. (Detached tickets cannot be honored:)

If you're a student between ages
18 and 24, you're in luck.
. -· '.
Now you can buy a booklet of JO
orte-way tickets on The Pan Am Shuttle"'
for only $360.
That's a whopping 63o/o off regular
fares. And tickets are good between
New York and Boston or New York and
Washing(on when you show a valid
student I.D.
Just buy the booklet anytime from
now until Dec. 3 I. Tickets may be used ,

.

Buy one ticket aJ a time and still save.
•

If one trip is all you need, you're still
in luck.
There's our special Youth Fare of $45
one-way. Compare that to our regular $99
one-way fare , and you're still saving a lot
of smac keroos.
No advanc;e purchase is necessary.
Just show up with'proof of age and go!
,

,_

'

A few more facts before you take off
Flights leave on the half-hour from
6:30am-9':30pm, Monday-Friday with a .
modified schedule on weekends and
holidays.
You may fly on a student or Youth
Fare Monday through Friday from
10:30am-2:30pm, and.from 7:30pm9:30pm. All day Saturday. And ·sunday
until 2:3Qpm.
'
Student Shuttle Savers booklets are
available at any Pan Am Shuttle airport
location, your Travel Agent or by mail
.when you call Pan Am at 1-800-221-1 I I I.

..

.
'S iteasteronyou.
•'

~ThePan

•

'

far this season said he hopes that the
defense ''can play together as a
team.'' Moore who has played with
minor injuries has 21 solo tackles and
16 asSisted.
The defensive unit has also been
taking chances. The defensive backs
are playing their receivers tighter and ·

looking for the ball more.
That strategy .is beginning to show
results as defensive backs James

Moses has 32 solo tackles and 17
assisted, and Robert Hancock bas 20
solo and 18 assisted.
''Earlier · in the season we were
afraid to take the chance of breaking
on the ball;'' said Moses. ''We are ·
starting to improve much better.''

If the Aggies decide to throw the
ball, they will more than likely throw
the ball to wide rcoeiver Larry Orie
~ho leads the team in ieceptions with
13, for 246 yards and one

touchdown.

The Aggies . a're also led by

sophmore quarterback

Hilton

Winstead who has rushed for 208
yards on 71 carries and · one
touchdown. Winstead .has been

sidelined with an injury. Anthony
Parker, a redshift freshman Out of

Ballou High School will be taking the
soars for the Aggies.

'

I the Aggies run the ball, senior

runnirig back Keith Mathis is expected to get the handoff: Mathis
leads the Agaies with 82 carries for ·

306 yards and three touchdowns.

\

,

)

.

'
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The Hilltop/ Friday, Octobe;_;.;,__1_?~8

•

Hilltopics

'
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Coming Soo n...
' 'The :>a ute To Black Women'' Spansored ~y . the Undergraduate Student
Assembly. For further information coll
Caryn Goy at 636-6918 .
The Progressive Brothers of Al pha
Chapter, PH l BETA SIGMA Fraternity
Inc., would li ke to invite o!I young men
seekin g hi gher excellence to attend their
75th an nual pre-smo ker on Wednesday
October 26, 1988, at 7:00p m in the
School of Business A uditorium .

FRESHMAN GENTLEMEN
A lpha Koppa Alpha Sorority Inc.
A lpha Chapter
Presents
'' From us to You ' '
A n informal discussion on Campus Life
Wed . October 26, 8 :00pm Drew Holl
· l ou nge.

·FRESHMAN LADIES
A lpha Koppa A lpha 5orority Inc.

PRESENTS'
'' Woma·n to Woman''
An informa l discussion on Campus Life.
Wed . October 26, 8:00p m Baldwin Ho ll
Lounge.
I

California Student A ssociation
General Meeting
Wednesday , Oct . 26 , 1988 Bl q.ckburn

Rm. 148
5: 15pm SHARP!! ·
California World Series : Congratu lations
to the Oakland A's and the Los A ngeles
Dodgers!!
H .U. School of Social Work Student
Counci l wishes o joyous Homecoming to
A ll Alumni, Faculty, Stoff, Fa mi lies,
Stude nt s and Friends of Howard
University.
H .U. School of Social Work is havin g a
clothing drive, for needy fam ilies. PIEiase
bring oil donations to Social Work Oct .

17th-Dec. 12th.

Tues. October 25. 1988

Let's Heor Your Voice

DEADLINE IS NEXT FRIDAY

In the Forum- Blackb urn Cente r at
6 :30pm

At The NAACP Forum

Registration for the Fo ll on-campus
recruitment program and other services
will end Friday, October 28, 1988 at
3pm . You con register between· the hours
of 10:30om and 3:00pm. Bring your l.D.
and current certificate of Registration. Interviews have already begun . Don't be
left out!!
Registration Deadlline :
October 28, 198B
Deadline for Submitting College Interview
Form:
November 4, 19&8
T~e obOve procedure is mandatory for
participation in the program. For further
information , col t 636-7513.
Location: Student Resource Center
2nd Floor, C.B. Powell Building
6th & Bryant Street, N.W.

with the

PRESIDE MTIA L\
RlPRESEMTAnVES

THE CHOCOLATE CITY· CLUB :
We Ore a ''together-kind-of-people'' .ond
you should be anxious to meet with us
on Wednesday, Octobe r 26. 1988 at
4 :00pm in the Blackb ur n Center
Auditorium. LOOK OUT! WE ARE COM ING FORTH AND ''RISING TO THE
TOP! '' We ore: THE CHOCOLATE CITY
CLUB!

Tuesdoy October 25
6:00; 7 :OOpm in the Blackburn Center
Any prepared questions should be left in
the mailbox located in the Student Activities Office, Blackburn Center
Without Alcohol--Without Drugs--And Still We Rise...
come
visit H.U .D.E.P.P.'S
Howard Fest Booth
Friday October 21 , 198B Blackburn
Center, Ground Floor Plozo
12:00-4:00pm Support Alcoho~
Aworenes$ Week!!!

THE HEA.LTH PROFESSl.OMSCLUB
Will have a meeting on Wednesday, October 26, 1988 at 5:30pm jn Locke Ha ll
Rm 105 . A ll are welcome to attend this
meeting !
..

Greetin gs to the Wisconsin Club Parents!
Thank you for your love and support! Enjoy HU Homecom ing BB.
H.U.S .A. presents a Student Concerns
and Grievances Spea k-Out" on Monday,
Oct. 24 , 1988 at 7pm in the School of
Business and Public Administraiton
Auditorium . Guest panelists will be Dr.
Carl Anderson, V.P. of Student Affairs;
Debn Will iam Keene, Dea n of Reside nce
Life; and Mr. James Coleman, A sst . to
Deon for Spei:ial Programs. Students are
solicited for top ics of discussion and
questions. For more information, contact
Vo n Johnson at 636-7007/ 08 {Rm 102
Blockb ur·n Cente r). Come air you r
concerns .

The Il lustrious Ladies of

ALPHA CHAPTER

ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, IMC.
Invites progressive women to our
Annual SOiree!!

Dote, Sunday, October 30. 1988
Time: 4:00pm-7:00pm
Place: Hi lltop lounge

~

in Room 126 in Douglass Hall. Art design
for the sweatshirts will be chosen. The
Doting Gome will follow. For more in,,.
formation coll 638-6240 and leave
message for Thomas in room 301._
__
DON-'T MISS THE BOAT! ! Accumulate needy cash for your child' s
education. Start on insured savings plan
0
today . For as little as $2 .00 ot 3
day you can accumulate Substantial
Monies for your child's ~ducation. Ca\I
Arrendell & Associati:::s Financial
Planners_
_
\
686 9800

s .oo

Volunteer to tutor today!
· Gain a special friend!
New Community After School
& Advocacy Program

614 S Street. NW

i
FREE NOTORIZATION
Absentee ballots - for all Howard

Nea r Howard! Cal l 232-0457

Students of .Record . Tim Jones
TAJ Book Service
Hou rs: By appoint ment' on ly. 722-0701
HU Deportment of
Political Science
Senior Comprehensive
Exam ination ·
Saturday, October

Greek Variety Show
Com ing Soon .... .

meeting Wednesdoy. October 10. 1988

Personals

Mick

1988.

.

For Rent

Lorge 2BR apartment with W/W , W/D,
CAC ., oil new ommen ities, Free Parking .
$370 per month & 1/2 utilities. For futher
information coll 559-6784 .

Jobs

Homer, •
Six months seem like o tong time, but not
when they ore spent with a persor:i like
you. Happy Anniversary. ·
P.S. What-are you doing for the next
six?

Bear

GlenditO,
Time to make the donuts. (1 !uv m' job.
Don ' t you??)p.s., Tramp! !
Robin

Tol Van J., Oscar J., Mork L., Lindsey
M ., Shown A., Kathy 0., Kendal W.,
and oil of my sorors of Delta Sigma Theta
lnc. Thanks for giving the greatest gifts
oi all .. your love and support . Moy the
memories remain forever in my heart.
Moy God continue to bless and keep
you. Congratulations Crysta l B.! ! Y9u've
made me proud! !
Janel Jones

Cemie,

WE CAUGHT THE FLEAS!'!
To Miss Wonderland ,
The Moc was good and you can 't deny
it, but here's a suggestion and you ought

to try it, GET Off THE BANDWAGON!
Never you rs truly,

8SK

32-A-88 ond 33-A-88

BLUE OLIVER
Otis O's Place
A multicolored Union
One armed General
Ta ll Coo! One
I'm afraid of what I'll miss so I can't give
up yet .
Lot N ite
Garfield,
You're the one for me. Don ' t forget it.
Happy Birthday Baby!
Love Ya
Oh Chri s, Ch ri s Washington,
I' m sooo"ao sorry!
PLEASE forgive me

Sorry. Lets get together aga in soon.

D.J.
PARTHOGENETIC
Esoteric Visual Ejaculation
Passionately Acknowledging You
Prevailing Erigentes Nervi
Sensational and True

D.L.P.B.
Eric(Sweetie,)
Yes .. . ·Yau!!!

Happy 8;rthdoy. Boby
I Love you.
Christine

THANKS
-l ove Iris

Tracy Baby
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! !
Love, Your Mother
PS : I'll coll you,
Pascal,
Thank you for the joy and happiness you
bring into my !ife. We can overcome all
obstacles. We were not meant to be
apa rt. Tiamette : Mayo, lofle, Loyflo,
Testalay, and Vetzo ! Stoe? Shayla how
you do it, but 1 love, it . And I love you .
Tem-Posco I-Forever

•

I would like to personally thank o\I of
those who supported me throughout my
almost enq!ess campaign far l .A .S.C.
President.
Sincerely Yours,
Kelvin D. Jones
June ,
Welcome back . It' s time to party . Lets
show Jomes what a real Homecoming is
like. (although he con hong pretty tough
himself.) See you on Thursday!
Love
bonnie

TO TEE OF THE 8ATCAVE
Whenever~ ore together, all the world

Attention1
\
•. \
is a GOTHAM CITY!!!
lf anyone . knows of someone who
LUV
videotaped the Miss Howord'f?ogeont,
Your little Copyeditor
please have them contact the Homecom-,
ing Office immediately at 63~-5426 .' GINO.
"
.
Thank you.
· Thanks for the FOO.D! !
A Very Grateful C.P .
21 -A-87
It was great to see you again. We' ve all
missed you very much. Hope you con
come bock soon .
Love Alwafs
Sorors of A lpha Koppa A lpha
' 'David Letterman ''
You're hip, you ' re now and I wont us
to be the best of pals. About the circumstances: Don ' t worry, be pleasant!
Sincerely and Dearly
' ' Pou l Schaffer' '

Happy Birthday to Lynne Braggs,
It seems like iust yesterday when you
were ''only 17."
Love,
Keith L.
Antonio,
.
There's more than power in Poeir. I've
been watching you .

.

C.E.
.

To Joe G.
I' ve enjoyed getting to know you . Let's
keep the notes coming BABY!!!!
Ms. Grunt Strikes Again (Stop Smiling)

illtop!
Graduate Study in Engineering

Go Bison go!!!
Beat A&T!!!

'

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Students with backgrounds in Engineering,
Mathematics, Computer Science or the Physical
Sciences are invited to apply for Masters and Doctoral programs. Fellowships covering full tuition
an,d monthly stipend are available.
,A representative will be at the Gr~uate & Professional Schools Information Day on October 26,
1988 from 1Oam to 3am. Contact the Office of
Career Planning and Placement for further
Information.
· ~---------------•

t

-

•

Sherian,
Happy A.nniversary! ! l A toast to three
yeo rs of undwindlini;; love that. l've been
blessed to have shoted with you .
Your Te:.

•

ROOMATE WANTED!!

Thomos It PlerN, Jr.

Beverly Fields,
Congratulations on a job well d9ne!
Love,
To Godfrey G.
Your Sorors
Let' s get together and REALLY talk .
skee-wee
See you soon , ME

547-8853 .

Rem inder
The Dead li ne for Golden Key Notiona l
Honor Society applications is October 30

wishes for o. prosperous and exciting
year. I om looking forward to ·shoring the·
throne with you, striving to be positive
Block role models with o self-motivating
drive to uplift our BLACK "'RACE .
1 love you and remember We can
match, out match cause we ore Africas
son ,. and daughter. Block of that Black
land where Blotk rlP.ed our' done.
·
CoVe olWoys yoUrs truly
MR. HOWARD UNIVERSITY 1988-89

loves
Monique!!
Hey Chris,
You and Joy come Up
for air, Okay?

Homecomi ng Weekend the Eastside
29th, 1988
1
N ightc lub 1824 /2 St. S. W. will rock
9am- l 2Noon Room 116, Douglass Ha ll
you! Friday night (tonite) is the $500
Review Se~sion
da nce contest all ladies ore free til MidTh urs. 13th 6-7:30pm
ntQht gents ore $3 Iii midnight, everyone
Room 116, Dou glass Ho ll
H.U.S. A . continues the Fa ll Jazz and · is' $7 afte r from 11 -5. Tomorrow night
Poetry Series on October 27th from
is ·the $1000 swimsu it contest party from , The Campus Po l would like to invite all
4-7prn in the,Punchout. Featu red ortisty
10-7om OJ SAM ''the rTian ''Burns and Alumni Campus Pols to on ' ' Alumni
will be the Fred Foss Quartet. Admission
DJ. Renegade $10 first 25 ladies free .... Campus Pols Reception'' to be held on ·
IS FREE!!
Sat urday
O ct o be r
22 nd
f rom
5 :00-7 :00pm ii-I the restaurant of the ArAttention Journalists!
H.U.S. A .'s Commun ity Action Network
Washington Post staff writer, Joel mou r J. Bloc.kburn Center .
is solicit ing -students with time and love
Gorreou , winner of National Association
to give to portici'pate if1 their Big
For Sale
of Black Journalists Award for general
Brothe r/ Big Si ster Program . lntefested
news, will speak at a program spo~sored
sTudeni s should stop by the H.U .S.A . of1980 Fiat Spider. Approx. 78,000 miles.
by the Howqrd University chapter of the
fice (Rm. 102 Blackburn), arid speak with
A utomatic tra nsmission, white & red
Society of Professional Journalists on
Sherri ~ew i s. "Lisa Brown, or Regino
upholstery, new tires ond top. Rec9ndiMonday, October 24, ~to 7 p.m. in the
Homp1on (636-7007) .
t ioned transm issio n and brakes.
Undergroduati;i Library Lecture room.

UNIVERSITY 1988-890
lollln
McCJamb, t om proud of you, best

'

•

'

